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Executive Summary
The overall S-CODE approach is to develop a suite of individual innovations which have
the potential to be brought together in a variety of different ways in order to realize
improvements to a future track switch system. These innovations will come from the three
parallel work streams of WPs 3, 4 and 5. This report concerns work on WP5 of the S-CODE
project, investigating new switch kinematic systems using novel actuation and
mechatronics concepts.
Previously, high-level system concepts were selected in WP2 which then needed some
technical feasibility analysis and horizon-scanning for the technologies that could help
realize these concepts. Primarily in WP5, some technologies relating to switching
mechanisms, actuators and lockings are identified that could potentially improve railway
track switches in terms of their endurance, reliability and capacity. The outcomes are
summarised in what is referred to as a ‘technology road map’ that is shown in Figure 1.
On this map, the rows are the group of technologies that relate to a functionality theme
(actuation, locking, and fault tolerance). The columns indicate the different technology
readiness levels of the technology/techniques in that particular category.

Figure 1: Technology grid map

Five switch concepts, ‘back-to-back bistable switch’ (B2B switch), ‘single slender switch’
(SS switch), ‘pivoting switch’, ‘sinking switch’ and ‘vehicle-based switching’, were
identified in WP2. In this work package, evaluation of each concept in terms of technical
capabilities is presented. This was first done through SWOT analysis. The drawbacks of
pivoting switch, sinking switch and vehicle-based switching are shown. Higher impact
forces are introduced when a pivoting switch is used, and a sinking switch is confronted
with safety issues; significant design change is required for substructure and rolling stock
for vehicle-based switching.
Therefore, only two switch concepts, B2B switch and SS switch, were investigated in detail
for their technical feasibility. For these concepts, a switch layout was chosen, and analysis
of the structural design was carried out. It was found that it is feasible to construct and
operate the B2B switch. However, it proved very difficult to design the switch part of the
SS switch. Its crossing part was designed, and a new crossing design has emerged out of
this concept. Finite element analysis (FEA) was carried out on both designs, and key
dimensions were obtained for these designs for the chosen S&C layout.
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Kinematic designs were outlined for the B2B and SS switches. The B2B switch was
modelled in the Simpack co-simulation environment with MATLAB software. This used a
combination of flexible and rigid bodies in the Simpack environment, and an actuator in
the MATLAB environment. The model was useful in looking at the switching times,
electrical current required, forces generated at joints, and also the displacements occurring
at various places along the switch. Also, vehicle–track interaction was studied by running
a vehicle model on a flexible track in the Simpack environment. The simulations suggest
that the wheel/rail contact forces during vehicle passage over the B2B switch are improved
in comparison to a conventional switch. Furthermore, a finite element (FE) model was
used to investigate the design requirements for B2B switches in terms of the kinematic
mechanism, thermal effect and vehicle/track interaction dynamics.
In order to provide a high degree of fault tolerance, a high-redundancy approach to
actuator design was considered. Furthermore, a piezo-based actuator known as a squiggle
motor was considered for its use as a single actuating element within a high-redundancy
actuator. It seems that this concept is feasible from a force and requirements points of
view, but the structural arrangement will need to be analysed further in future projects.
A maglev actuator was conceptualised, and feasibility was analysed briefly. This type of
actuator will contain no mechanical link between the actuator and the switch rail. The rail
will be switched simply by magnetic principles, by attracting the rail towards the
appropriately placed electromagnet. Control of several electromagnets will be necessary
to obtain the necessary trajectory of the switch rail.
A self-adjustment locking mechanism could be beneficial for track switches as the
maintenance would be greatly reduced. For this capability, some locking concepts were
formed using smart materials such as magneto-rheological and dilatant materials. These
materials change their viscosity upon a change in magnetic field and due to the rate of
shear, respectively. Thus, locking concepts can be formed such that the material can take
shape around the received part, negating the need for any adjustment.
The final part of this report is focused on summarizing the innovations mentioned above
and considering which of them should be prioritised to be integrated in demonstrators
during the remaining stages of the S-CODE project (note: this can also help to identify
potential cross-linkages or use in In2Track2). The outline design and sizing of the actuators
and locking systems mean that this subsystem data is available to feed into the integration
demonstrators. Hence, in the future, WP6 will combine some of the most promising new
concepts from WPs 3, 4 and 5.
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1

Introduction

Switch actuators and associated locking devices can also be known as points operating
equipment (POE). Existing POE (see Figure 2 for an example) typically comprises a single
actuator connected to multiple stretcher bars to move the switch sideways between routes.
In addition, a crossing nose is installed between the through and diverging lines.
Modern POE is often controlled remotely, including actuation, locking and detection of
switch movement. Such equipment can be driven by hydraulic-mechanical, pneumatic or
electromechanical means, with electromechanical being the most common form. In
electromechanical devices, the electrical power is converted into linear actuation with the
help of an electric drive and associated mechanical elements including rack and pinion
mechanism, gears and other linkages. Since the 1990s, many point machines are
electromechanical types driven by a brushless DC motor. Other modern installations are
of the electrohydraulic type with, for example, an in-bearer clamplock. In the case of
turnouts where higher divergent speeds will be encountered, the switch rails are longer,
and multiple actuation points are provided through mechanical backdrives (e.g. torsion
tubes).

Figure 2: General layout of a conventional switch

In all switches, it is necessary that the switch blades are locked in position to prevent
unintended displacements due to forces from the wheels of the train or other disturbances
affecting the foundation. Mechanical linkages of various types are used to provide this
locking, and the required force specifications are given in the regulations around S&C.
The diagram in Figure 3 summarizes the overall aims of the S-CODE project and highlights
the current S&C problems and potential future S&C development. To achieve those aims,
it is necessary to address the problems in current S&C which, if solved, can help deliver
the project aims. In addition, as defined in the S-CODE project, functionalities such as
self-adjustment, self-healing, modular design and simpler components could mean that
operational and maintenance issues could be significantly alleviated.
The overall S-CODE approach is to develop a suite of individual innovations which have
the potential to be brought together in a variety of different ways in order to realize
improvements to a future track switch system. These innovations will come from the three
parallel work streams of WPs 3, 4 and 5. This report concerns work on WP5 of the S-CODE
project, investigating new switch kinematic systems using novel actuation and
mechatronics concepts.
Hence, the main focus of this report is the development of next-generation kinematic
systems, and the consideration and development of novel mechatronic solutions that have
the potential to transform the future generation of track switches. It is set out as follows:
in the remainder of this section, the five new top-level concepts proposed from WP2 are
summarised; then in Section 2, these concepts are analysed from a Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats perspective to arrive at a prioritised set; in Section
3, three of these are discussed in more detail, and first-pass design detail and analysis is
discussed; Section 4 focuses on the process of applying new component concepts to POE
actuation; Section 5 concerns new locking concepts; the outcomes of Sections 3, 4 and 5
are then considered and ranked in Section 6, in terms of how well they might fit into the
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WP6 demonstrator/integration programme going forward; and finally, in Section 7, the
work is summarised and conclusions drawn.

Incremental
improvements

S-CODE Aims
Increase capacity,
reliability and safety.
Reduce investment and
operating cost.
Implement

Technical
developments

Current S&C problems/failures:
Dry slide chairs
Fittings
Obstructions
Stretchers/drives
Lock out of adjustment
Variable geometry of wheel–rail contact
Switch-rail vibration
Lack of elastic support
Creates undesired dynamics
Tamping obstacle
Discontinuous support (trough sleeper)
Components prone to accidental damage
Susceptible to extreme climate

Radical
improvements

Backcasting

Future S&C:
Fault-tolerant
Self-adjustment
Self-inspection
Reduce complexity
Increase modularity

Figure 3: S&C design triangle for the S-CODE project

Below, Section 1.1 introduces new switch concepts, and Section 1.2 focuses on describing
the locking mechanism requirements. Together, these form the ‘target systems’ for new
technology concepts which will be presented in the analysis later in this report.
1.1

Track switch concepts

In this section, the five main top-level concepts arising out of down-selection from 22
concepts through Pugh Matrix assessment in WP2 (Deliverable D2.1) are introduced and
summarised.
1.1.1

Back-to-back bistable (B2B) switch

Figure 4 shows a sketch of the concept that involves a switching movement at the switch
points as well as crossing sections. The switch here is comprised of a stock rail with a cut
at the ends to allow for thermal expansion while having a better rail–wheel contact
interface. This motion in this concept is inspired by the REPOINT (redundancy engineered
points) project and so the kinematic concept is similar to REPOINT whereby the switch is
lifted vertically, traversed laterally and then lowered gently into its appropriate position.
Here, the presented concept eliminates the standard crossing and it is replaced by another
B2B switch.
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Switch
Switch

Figure 4: Back-to-back bistable switch

1.1.2

Single slender switch

This concept uses a single long switch rail that can be bent into the required layout to
complete the route, as shown in Figure 5. Since it uses a long switch length, multiple
actuators along its length will be required to achieve an appropriate geometrical layout
such as a clothoid or compound curve for the turnout route.

Crossing
Switch

Figure 5: Single slender switch

Further options for the crossing area for this concept are shown below in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Scheme of a crossing based on the single slender switch concept

1.1.3

Pivoting rail switch

This concept has pivoting sections of the switch rail such that the ends of the switch rail
are able to pivot or rotate about its vertical axis where it is hinged/pinned (as opposed to
bending of the rail), as shown in Figure 7a. A more detailed 3D sketch can be seen in
Figure 7b whereby the switch section sits on top of the pre-cut stock rail. This concept
permits the rails (in blue) to be continuous without interruption and is therefore suitable
for continuous welded rail. Furthermore, the geometry of the cut-out section for the
pivoting rail can be optimised to improve wheel–rail interaction; also, the issue of narrow
support resulting from a thin cross section of the cut rail will need to be solved. This
concept will also require the development of an appropriate locking mechanism. The short
pivoting sections can be produced from extremely resistant special steel. The concept
requires a full profile of rails (fat web) in the sections with pivoting (or bending) rails.

Crossing
Switch

Figure 7: Pivoting rail switch: (a) pinned joint at switch section, (b) compliant
joint at switch section

1.1.4

Sinking switch

This concept has switch rails that can sink into the ground under the weight of the train
as it passes over the switch. The switch rails are equipped with springs underneath, as
shown in front view in Figure 8, which allows them to restore their positions after passage
of the train. Supposing the train needs to take the through route as indicated by the
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wheelset in Figure 8, some kind of locking block is set underneath the left switch rail by
the appropriate actuating mechanism. This same actuation automatically removes the lock
from underneath the right switch rail, therefore allowing the right rail to sink under the
train’s weight. Please note that the locking block is inserted such that it comes directly
underneath the rail and so it does not cantilever as one might imagine from Figure 8.
There is the possibility to pull the switch rail down actively rather than passively, in case
the research shows derailment risk in the presented concept.

Crossing

Switch

Figure 8: Sinking switch

1.1.5

Vehicle-based switching

The sketch in Figure 9 shows a track switch where the track is fixed at the S&C sections.
In this concept, the switching is achieved by actively (using mechatronics) steering the
vehicle in the direction as shown by the bogie turning left in the sketch. The steering
mechanism does not need to be precisely the same as shown in the sketch in Figure 9,
and application of differential torque could be applied on the independently driven wheels
through their motors to achieve turning. As there are no moving parts on the track, the
failure modes are transferred to the vehicle. Implementation of this type of concept
requires a carefully thought-out plan to move and transition from the current scenario to
the future scenario. The track design and wheel–rail interface are not clear at this moment,
but it is evident that they are radically different from the current designs. Because active
control on wheels is implemented such that the wheels follow the desired track precisely,
this offers the possibility of redesigning the wheel–rail interface to eliminate flanges and
therefore the need for having gaps in switches and crossings (which allow the wheel
flanges through).
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Crossing
Switch

Figure 9: Vehicle-based switching

1.2

Actuation and locking

Figure 10 below shows the key functional components of a switch that are required for the
switch to work. Usually there are sensors as well, for detection of position and engagement
of the locks, but they are not shown here.
Actuators are those devices that are able to deliver the required force to cause motion.
These are connected to the body via some gearbox, linkages and/or cams and so are
termed actuating mechanisms in this report. Locks are devices which restrain the moving
blades or rails to stop movement under the passage of the train. In this work package, we
have looked at relevant actuators, actuating mechanisms and locking mechanisms that
are suitable for a selection of the five concepts described in Section 1.1.

Figure 10: Components of a switch showing actuation and locking
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2

SWOT analysis of track switch concepts

The objective of the SWOT analysis was to gain an overview of the characteristics and
properties of the individual S&C concepts regarding design, vehicle kinematics (vehicle–
track interaction) and performance, including safety and maintenance. The goal was also
to determine which S&C concepts are further developed and to exclude concepts that are
not further researched. The reason for removing the concept from further research was
either it not fulfilling the parameters leading to the TD3.2 targets, i.e. worsening of
structural properties or safety reduction, or development beyond the project.
2.1

SWOT entries

A total of 12 experts from the area of railway infrastructure and rolling stock from Austria,
the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Spain and the United Kingdom were addressed. Participating
experts were from technical universities, a research institute, a railway administration, an
S&C manufacturer, contractors and others. List of participating organizations from which
the experts responded:
Universities – infrastructure: BUT (CZ), UoB, L’boro (UK), University of Žilina (SK)
University – rolling stock: UPA (CZ)
Research institute: VUZ (Railway Research Institute, CZ)
Infrastructure manager: SŽDC (Railway Infrastructure Administration, CZ)
S&C manufacturer: DT (CZ)
Contractor: COMSA (ES), RRC (AT)
Other: RSSB (UK)
Three experts outside the project participated; nine experts were members of the S-CODE
research teams.
In total, answers were obtained for 518 entries before merging (see Figure 11), but a
number of them were duplicated. After merging the duplicate entries, a total of 254 entries
were obtained (see Figure 12). The assignment of entries according to what they refer to
is shown in Figure 13. It is evident that most entries relate to S&C structural design. Each
of the following section deals with one S&C concept, and Figure 14 shows the overall
entries structure. Finally, an overview of inputs is given, grouped according to what they
are related to, and the most important entries are selected.

SWOT Answers

University

Reserch Institute

Railway manager

S&C manufacturer

Contractor

Other

Figure 11: Review of SWOT responses
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All comments before merging
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Back-to-back switch Single slender switch
Strengths

Pivoting switch

Weaknesses

Sinking switch

Opportunities

Vehicle-based switch

Threats

Figure 12: Review of SWOT entries as received

Entries Summary
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Back-to-back
switch

Single slender
switch

Strengths

Pivoting switch

Weaknesses

Sinking switch

Opportunities

Vehicle-based
switch

Threats

Figure 13: Review of SWOT entries after merging duplicates

Summary - entries structure
100
80
60
40
20
0
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Structure

Running kinematic, dynamic effects

Performance, operation

Maintenace

Figure 14: Review of SWOT analysis – entries structure
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SWOT analysis for B2B switch

2.2

Table 1–Table 4 show the entries review including strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats for the B2B switch. Figure 15 shows the entries summary for the B2B switch.
The most essential entries:
 Strengths
o Uninterrupted running surface – minimisation of dynamic effects during
vehicle passage
 Weaknesses
o Transfer of lateral forces in the switching area
o Interruption of CWR – thermal expansion of rails
 Opportunities
o Less complexity of wheel–rail contact at switch toes – potential reduction in
switch inspection
 Threats
Difficult to control the dilation and shrinkage of rails near the joints
Table 1: Strengths – back-to-back bistable switch

Strengths

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Usage of the same rail profile as in the plain track along the whole turnout.
Without crossing and check rails.
Modular because only one type of switch can be used everywhere.
Homogenous vertical stiffness.
Potentially simpler machining for switch blade.
The switch is arguably self-locking.
Uninterrupted running surface – minimization of dynamic effects during vehicle passage.
A potentially smoother transition through both the switch blade and crossing.
No changes to equivalent conicity while running through the turnouts – the kinematics of
passing vehicles equivalent to the plain track.
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Table 2: Weaknesses – back-to-back bistable switch

Weaknesses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Substantial amount of moving rail parts.
How to control the correct bending of rails over the full length.
Insulated joins would become part of the moving blade; special design required.
Transversal and short joints, with high concentrated loads on them; expected high wear
and impacts.
Necessity to move rails in the vertical direction; it could be sensitive to obstacles or snow.
The stability of internal rails because of short fast rail section, transfer of longitudinal
break and acceleration forces.
Large amount of actuating and locking devices is necessary because of the vertical and
horizontal movement of rails.
Limited usage for smaller turnout geometries – enough space for flexible deformation of
switch rails is needed.
Adds complexity to the detection system for the switch rail position.
Increased stress caused by lateral and vertical bending, material fatigue – bending stress.
Transfer of lateral forces in switching area.
Interruption of CWR – thermal expansion of rails.
The crossing is an active element – this increases complexity.
Bigger amount of rail joints (four joints into the track) will increase the dynamic load
caused by passing vehicles.
Difficult track gauge control because of rail switches and their thermal expansion.
Turnouts are non-trailable – derailment in case of running from the wrong (unswitched)
direction.
Table 3: Opportunities – back-to-back bistable switch

Opportunities

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Smaller shape changes in the lateral direction of movable components.
Single parts of turnouts are less complex and therefore lighter with fewer welds.
This design could be implemented in the crossing while keeping traditional (existing)
switches.
A special shape of the dilatation joint might be designed.
A new type of switching and locking device can be developed. It will be a challenge to
develop an actuator strong enough to lift and shift the rails.
Special rail fastening systems are needed in the switching area.
Special bearers are needed – there will be movement of bearers by switching or parts of
bearers.
Better stiffness in the crossing part.
Less complexity of wheel–rail contact at switch toes – potential reduction in switch
inspection.
Changing components could be easier.
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Table 4: Threats – back-to-back bistable switch

Threats

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Difficult to control the dilation and shrinkage of rails near the joints.
Possible fatigue in rails.
Problems could occur with transition of forces coming from CWR. Thermal expansion
could be tricky to manage.
Switch rail deformation or rail damage could occur during the process of switching.
The benefits will not justify the additional cost, complexity and risk in relation to
traditional S&C designs.
Creates a break in the track for the unused route – wrong-side signalling failure will result
in derailment.
Failure due to rail crack – the whole movable length could be missing.
Limited lifecycle of the bending elements.
Complicated maintenance (adjustment, lubrication, grinding etc.).

Back to back switch
25
20
15
10
5
0
Strength

Weakness

Opportunities

Threats

Structure

Running kinematic, dynamic effects

Performance, opreation

Maintenace

Figure 15: Back-to-back bistable switch – entries summary

SWOT analysis for SS switch

2.3

Table 5–Table 8 show the entries review including strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats for the SS switch. Figure 16 shows the entries summary for the SS switch.
Table 5: Strengths – single slender switch

Strengths

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Simple design, one switch rail – one movable rail only.
Modular design.
Possibility of having inherent redundancy in actuation.
Profile through turnout can be controlled.
Unlimited possibility of dilatation in a longitudinal direction to the crossing.
Improved consistency of track stiffness through the layout.
Without crossing and check rails.
It is possible to insert into a continuous welded rail.
Reduction in discontinuity of running surface around the crossing which will have an
improvement on dynamic loads.
No changes to equivalent conicity while running through the crossing area.
Reduced wear of parts in the crossing area.
Maintenance of the only one moving component.
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Table 6: Weaknesses – single slender switch

Weaknesses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Switch blade to touch running rail at either side – geometrical profile of the switch rail to
cope with this requirement.
Complicated switch rail and stock rail design in the specific areas of the SS switch.
An active crossing – more complicated, expensive and risky than standard designs.
Switch blade to sustain bending impact during operation.
Insulated joints will become part of the moving blade --> special design required.
The longer turnout geometries will require joints in the switch rail because of limited
lengths of manufactured rails or because of limitations of technology procedures during
construction works.
Actuators to cope with long movements – long displacement during actuating.
Large number of motors and actuators needed to action the switch and assure its proper
positioning.
More materials needed to facilitate the switch slide. The design would require very much
wider slides to support the blade.
More complex installation and transportation of such long switch rails.
Potentially high stresses on switch toe where switch profile is likely to be substantially
thin.
Different lateral and vertical stiffnesses of movable rail.
Interruption of continuous welded rail behind the single switch rail.
Development of switch rail fixing to ensure dilatation only in the direction towards the
crossing part.
Switch blade with zero rail cant due to usage on both sides of the rail head.
Extreme service load on the top of movable rail (in both branches).
Loading of the long switch rail – shape changes due to actuation in the lateral direction.
Contact load on the running surface on both sides of the long rail.
Turnout is non-trailable – derailment in case of running from the wrong (unswitched)
direction.
De-icing/melting of snow required for a large area to guarantee high availability of the
moving blade.
Setting time for turnout much longer than with current turnout.
More maintenance needed: greasing, geometry calibration etc.
Maintenance increases due to number of actuation and locking components.
Maintenance of track gauge.
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Table 7: Opportunities – single slender switch

Opportunities

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Fewer rail fastenings.
Probably overall design allows for type reduction – switch for LH turnout identical to RH
turnout.
The traditional switch could be kept while changing the crossing and the transition zone
(rail between switch and crossing).
Possibility of implementing in-bearer actuators to have multiple redundancy.
Potential reduction in components.
The traditional crossing could be kept while changing the switch area and transition zone.
Use of new technology for actuating.
Modular system creation – change only switch rail to change the speed in the diverging
direction.
Could potentially offer a simpler system for low-speed turnouts.
May offer a smoother transition for high-speed turnouts, particularly through the crossing
area.
Turnout is not trailable regarding the principle of switching; by going from the wrong
direction, derailment can be expected, but the vehicle might be led in the turnout
corridor.
Simple replacement of the movable rail.
Table 8: Threats – single slender switch

Threats

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Combination of horizontal longitudinal and lateral direction movement of the long rail.
Stability and accuracy of the geometry (horizontal and vertical layout) of the switch rail.
Difficult design of the switch blade, as it must allow coupling to the stock rail while having
an active face (to allow a proper contact with the wheel) at the same time.
The additional complexity of an active crossing is likely to outweigh the benefits of the
design.
Since there is a single switch, when changing the configuration of the track from direct to
diverging position, the changes in the switch geometry are much greater than in
conventional switches, which could lead to fatigue of the steel, wrong positioning, etc.
Complex switch profile with contact on both sides could be difficult to design and
potentially hard to maintain.
Could be very challenging for shorter turnouts.
It is likely to be difficult to develop a sufficiently powerful long-throw actuator.
A small deformation/mispositioning of the switch may incur derailment.
Higher probabilities that a simple obstacle (i.e. stone) blocks the movement of the whole
switch.
Failure due to rail cracking – the whole movable length could be missing.
Wheels will use the switch at both sides – turnout with heavy traffic through one road and
little traffic through the other will require frequent grinding to allow for smooth traffic.
Possible trouble with track gauge.
Necessity to simultaneously replace switch rail and both stock rail.
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Single slender switch
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Figure 16: Single slender switch – entries summary

The most essential entries:
 Strengths
o Simple design, one switch rail – one movable rail only
 Weaknesses
o Transfer of lateral forces in the switching area
o Switch blade to touch running rail at either side – geometrical profile of the
switch rail to cope with this requirement
 Opportunities
o The traditional switch could be kept while changing the crossing and the
transition zone (rail between switch and crossing)
 Threats
o Failure due to rail cracking – the whole movable length could be missing
2.4

SWOT analysis for pivoting switch

Table 9–Table 12 show the entries review including strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats for the pivoting switch. Figure 17 shows the entries summary for the pivoting
switch.
Table 9: Strengths – pivoting switch

Strengths

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Reduced length of movable rail sections.
Gaps are minimised and there is no need to check rails.
No interruption of rails – CWR. It is possible to insert into CWR.
Reduction in discontinuity of running surface.
No changes to equivalent conicity while running through the turnouts.
Pivot attachment decreases the switching force.
Turnout could be designed to be trailable.
Moving smaller sections of rail has its benefits both in terms of time to throw and effort
8
required to move.
9 Distributed actuation of single parts.
10 Replacement of smaller parts during maintenance.
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Table 10: Weaknesses – pivoting switch

Weaknesses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Structural modification of the rail head shape.
Design similar to old switches with defined pivot points – increased maintenance
demands.
The technology to control dilations and shrinkages must act not only for the S&C
operations, but also to control undesired longitudinal dilations and shrinkages due to
natural thermal variations.
Lower speed in the diverging route due to short transitions (high curvatures).
Pivoting rail and thermal dilatation of connecting rails leads to vertical discontinuity.
The cuts should be long enough to avoid sharp angles and allow higher speeds.
It is not possible to weld switch rails; area of pivots extremely loaded, lateral and vertical
force transfer from pivoting rails.
More switching mechanisms, mechanical complexity in mechanisms.
Adds complexity to the detection system for the switch position at a crossing.
Accuracy of locking in the final position – complicated locking devices.
Extreme demands on manufacturing precision because of component compatibility.
Gaps in the running surface might cause dynamic load; difficulty of supporting the
movable parts to cope with dynamic wheel loads.
Need to control dilating and shrinking processes in partial sections of a rail.
Turnout is non-trailable – derailment in case of running from the wrong (unswitched)
direction.
Friction control between the pieces and the rail below, which may cause problems in
proper positioning of the rails.
Increased maintenance cost in comparison with the standard concept.
Table 11: Opportunities – pivoting switch

Opportunities

1
2
3
4
5
6

A solution where the switch rail comes on top of the stock rail should be considered
instead of cutting the stock rail.
Rather than pivot small sections at the switch toes and crossing, there is not much benefit
from pivoting the entire rail (toes to crossing). This may be a good option for very short
switches.
Installation of movable components made from new high-tech materials with increased
durability.
A new design of crossing with movable parts.
Interruption of continuous welded rail can be prevented by suitable design.
Simple replacement/repair of worn/damaged pivoting rail or its part.
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Table 12: Threats – pivoting switch

Threats

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Small pieces under big loads and with a single point of subjection may be vulnerable.
This could be very difficult to achieve in practice on very long switches.
Only for low speed.
Increase of dynamic effects caused by negligible wear of movable parts.
Imperfect fixation in the final rail position.
Reducing of cross-section area of the rail profile in the switch part might be the critical
location of possible failure in terms of transmission of forces originated from CWR.
Failure due to rail cracking – the whole movable length could be missing.
Occurrence of service failures of pivots.
Vertical steel–steel contact; possibility of fatigue defects, complicated detection.
Common wear of bearing and rotating components.
Harder steel properties coupled with the discontinuities introduced could cause some
undesirable wear characteristics on the adjacent base rail.
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Figure 17: Pivoting switch –entries summary

The most essential entries:
 Strengths
o Moving smaller sections of rail has its benefits both in terms of time to throw
and effort required to move
 Weaknesses
o The technology to control dilations and shrinkages must act not only for S&C
operations, but also to control undesired longitudinal dilations and
shrinkages due to natural thermal variations
 Opportunities
o Installation of movable components made from a new high-tech materials
with increased durability
 Threats
o Increase of dynamic effects caused by negligible wear of movable parts
2.5

SWOT analysis for sinking switch

Table 13–Table 16 show the entries review including strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats for the sinking switch. Figure 18 shows the entries summary for the sinking
switch.
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Table 13: Strengths – sinking switch

Strength

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Without lateral movement of rails.
Reduction of components which are required for lateral actuating.
Minimizes gaps in the crossing and there is no need to check rails.
Perfect locking of switch rail, no possibility to switch the switch rail inadvertently during
the passing of vehicles.
Vertical movement of switch means simpler mechatronic requirements.
Works with all switch geometries.
Reduction in discontinuity of running surface around the crossing which will have an
improvement on dynamic loads.
No changes to equivalent conicity while running through the crossing.
Less susceptible to blockages in the mechanism as long as the seals are in good condition.
Quick to move rails – good for time to throw.
Reduced wear of parts (no crossing).
Table 14: Weaknesses – sinking switch

Weaknesses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Vertical movement of components which can need complementary horizontal movement
of components.
Complex locking mechanism.
Space for sinking the switch rail is needed – embedding into the substructure so more
difficult to access the maintainable parts.
New type of fastening systems and bearers is needed.
Complicated design of bearers for sinking of the rails.
Complicated application of rail pads in the switch area – changes in stiffness of the
structure.
Switch rail of the same height as the stock rail.
Greater risk of flange climb derailment if the vertical stiffness of the dropping element is
too stiff.
Dynamic effects on the beginning of the switch part.
Rail guidance during vertical movement unsolved.
Possible blockage in the vertical direction. Any blockages will directly lead to derailment.
Passive switch could be problematic because even when lock is detected, switching cannot
be guaranteed due to some unforeseen blockages.
Vertical movement sensitive to obstacles and snow.
Turnout is non-trailable – derailment in case of running from the wrong (unswitched)
direction.
Increased maintenance cost.
Spring-loaded switch blade in constant up/down movement while train traversing –
increased wear.
Complicated maintenance of actuating and locking mechanism.
The wheel flange has to roll over the switch rail; if this happens repeatedly in the same
location, it will wear a groove in the blade which will act as a stress raiser.
Realignment of track geometry likely to be problematic.
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Table 15: Opportunities – sinking switch

Opportunities

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Use in light rail and tram to reduce the hazard of grooved rail in road crossings, etc.
It looks viable to implement with low cost.
Smaller actuators required and good opportunity for redundancy.
If the switch rail, which is not active, were locked in the lower position, the potential
problems would be eliminated.
Higher energy consumption could be achieved if a ‘counterweight’ system is implemented
(i.e. when one switch goes down it makes the other switch go up).
Reduced wear of running edges.
Potential to manage some of the switch wear mechanisms through adjustment of height
of switch through actuation, i.e. moving the contact point on the flange.
Table 16: Threats – sinking switch

Threats

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Increase of vertically movable components in contact with fixed components.
It is possible that to ensure proper coupling, small horizontal movements may be also
needed.
Current design of substructure is not suitable and needs redesigning to suit this concept.
Imperfection in continuity of vertically movable components under the running load.
Constant up/down movement under train load may produce noise.
Loose ballast may become stuck while train traversing --> derailment due to indefinite
position of the blade.
In case of switch failure, impossible switching of the turnout.
Failure due to rail cracking – the whole movable length could be missing.
Visual inspection of the springs, etc. requires dismantling.
Impurities might get into gaps for the sinking switch and cleaning could be problematic.
Vertical steel–steel contact; possibility of fatigue defects, complicated detection.
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Figure 18: Sinking switch –entries summary
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The most essential entries:
 Strengths
o Perfect locking of switch rail; no possibility to switch the switch rail
inadvertently during the passing of vehicles
 Weaknesses
o Greater risk of flange climb derailment if the vertical stiffness of the
dropping element is too large.
 Opportunities
o Smaller actuators required and good opportunity for redundancy
 Threats
o It is possible that to ensure proper coupling, small horizontal movements
may be also needed.

SWOT analysis for vehicle-based switching

2.6

Table 17–Table 20 show the entries review including strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats for vehicle-based switching. Figure 19 shows the entries
summary for vehicle-based switching.
Table 17: Strengths – vehicle-based switching

Strengths

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

No movable components in the S&C structures.
Passive S&C that requires no power, no control and no interlocking = potentially massive
cost savings.
There would not be gaps, neither moving switches nor moving crossing noses.
Fixed track components could work with CWR.
Installation could be simpler with limited on-site adjustment.
Rails in whole length are fastened.
Significantly smaller footprint as no space required for drive mechanism.
Could lead to added capacity.
One step towards enabling ERTMS level 4 or 5.
Elimination of lubrication of movable parts.
Resistance against extreme climate conditions (snow and ice).
No active elements, so reduces the risk of a malfunction. Potential to achieve 100%
reliability and availability.
Facilitates virtual and dynamic coupling (i.e. where trains split dynamically to take
different routes).
Less maintenance needed for the infrastructure – no movable parts in S&C structure.
Failure modes reduced trackside having obvious maintenance benefits.
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Table 18: Weaknesses – vehicle-based switching

Weaknesses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

By using active bogie steering and flanges on wheels, grooves are needed in the turnout
structure. Flangeways, interruption of the running surface and edge or difficult design of
S&C because of wheel conicity.
Difficult transition period between standard S&C and vehicle-based switching.
Can only be used with compatible stock, so likely only to be suited to networks with a
single, dedicated fleet.
Not to be used with already existing systems of rail infrastructure and rolling stock.
Removing flanges implies an incredibly high accuracy and reliability of wheel–rail
transversal positioning. Almost impossible to solve without gaps for normal wheels even
without flanges.
Wheels without flanges are not realistic because of limited friction coefficient and
consequently the limited lateral force is not sufficient.
Increased complexity due to actuation required in each bogie. Cylindrical wheels need
continuous regulation on curves and straight track too (energy, safety, possible worse
running behaviour).
Limited angles of S&C because of unguided length at the switch areas.
Unclear as to whether a steering axle as shown can direct a wheelset sufficiently precisely
to enable route selection to be made.
Unlikely to work for high-speed applications where a very gradual change of direction is
necessary.
Dynamic effects in S&C, if flangeways used.
Mechanical back-up required in case electronic one fails on board.
Additional risk that successive bogies (or even axles) will take a different route in the event
of a malfunction.
Increased maintenance of active system on vehicles.
Table 19: Opportunities – vehicle-based switching

Opportunities

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Fewer rail fastening components in the S&C structures.
Wheel flanges could be removed.
If vehicles allow for it, higher speeds could be achieved.
Initial implementation could be on closed networks such as tramlines and light rails.
Easy installation of elastic pads in the switch part, no disruption in the vertical stiffness
control.
New design of vehicle bogie.
Potential to eliminate discontinuities through the layout, though this would require a
complete re-think of wheel profile.
This concept will help towards bringing autonomous vehicles onto the network and
shorter headway to increase capacity.
Introduction of independently driven wheels.
Potentially massive savings in terms of manufacture, installation, commissioning,
maintenance and renewals.
Bogie and control system change on existing fleets can be discounted
Flat wheels and rails may be increased in width reducing contact patch stresses. This could
allow polymer wheels and rails having higher friction coefficients without losing low rolling
resistance.
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Table 20: Threats – vehicle-based switching

Threats

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Development of active steering system for railway vehicles.
This solution is extremely expensive, as all the infrastructure and rolling stock park should
be replaced.
Either completely new rolling stock or significant change to bogies and control systems is
needed. Conventional rail vehicles cannot operate by using this switch. Need to change
whole railway system.
Physical limitations.
By using wheels without flanges, the frictional force in wheel–rail contact is not sufficient
for transmission the steering force.
Transition from the current scenario of passive vehicles on an active track to a scenario of
active vehicles on a passive track is difficult.
A complete redesign of wheel–rail interface will need to be considered if gaps in switches
and crossings were to be avoided.
Concept is dependent on rolling stock redesign. Sceptical attitude of many railway
engineers.
Wheels without flanges will be prone to derailment.
Necessity of very precise vehicle steering, especially in the case of more switches in track.
Failure of steering which can occur immediately without prior warning.
Contact failures in the switch areas.
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Figure 19: Vehicle-based switching –entries summary

The most essential entries:
 Strengths
o No movable components in the S&C structures
 Weaknesses
o Can only be used with compatible stock, so likely only to be suited to
networks with a single, dedicated fleet
 Opportunities
o Potential to eliminate discontinuities through the layout, though this would
require a complete re-think of wheel profile
 Threats
o Development of active steering system for railway vehicles
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Summary for SWOT analysis

2.7

This section has presented the results of the SWOT analysis for the five concepts selected.
Whilst we agree that the comments should be weighted for their relative importance, it
was difficult to realise their importance at this very early conceptual stage. So, it was
decided to compare the concepts based on the amount of distinctive comments each
concepts had received. It was observed that weaknesses and threats are higher than
strength and opportunities in all cases. To a certain extent, it is possible to mitigate
weaknesses and threats by technological solutions. However, for now, the results were
assessed comparatively and, as a result, three further concepts were excluded from further
research (in S-CODE):


pivoting switch –an increase in dynamic effects expected due to component wear
during the lifespan, durability deterioration, impact on safety in comparison with
the current S&C concept; the expected benefits can’t justify these disadvantages



sinking switch – significant reduction of safety due to risk of flange climbing the
rail.



vehicle-based switching – requires development beyond the project, requires a
revolutionary design both of rolling stock and infrastructure; suitable for research
within a separate project

For further study and consideration, B2B and SS switch layouts are recommended, with a
further recommendation that the vehicle-based concept be considered; however, due to
the very low TRL of this concept, it being vehicle-focused and the amount of fundamental
research required being large, it is recognised that this concept will not form the focus for
S-CODE actuation and locking developments.
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Kinematic design

3

Two different S&C layouts were chosen for analysis of technology feasibility in this section.
The NR60F is used for the B2B switch, and the J60 is used for the SS switch. A schematic
diagram of the S&C layout, and parameters for each S&C, can be seen in Figure 20. In
this section, a more detailed design is developed for each of the two concepts in order to
understand the bending stress forces, dynamic actuation forces and displacement paths
required, as well as the predicted wheel–rail interface performance.
Table 21: Dimensions of switch layout

Switch designation

NR60F 15.75 (UK)

Crossing angle
Lead (toe to IP) L2
Centreline switch radius
Centreline turnout radius
Heel length L1
Heel Offset H

1 in 15.75
45 681 mm
710 450 mm
710 450 mm
20 441 mm
280.58 mm

J60 1:12-500-I (Czech
Republic)
1 in 12
37 881 mm
500 000 mm
500 000 mm
16 862 mm
283.50 mm

Figure 20: Schematic diagram of S&C layout

3.1

Back-to-back bistable (B2B) switch

3.1.1

Structural requirements
Actuator

Analysis Zone I

Constrained location
duya
Analysis Zone II

Fa
duya

duyb
Lb

La

Fb

Fa
L2

Figure 21: Back-to-back bistable switch

This conceptual switch is essentially designed to be constructed and assembled using
standard stock rails and operated by a bank of in-bearer-type electromechanical actuators
inspired by a REPOINT-type track switch. It also comprises a passive locking system using
an adjustment joint. Fault tolerance is provided by integrated multiple channels for
actuation, locking and detection. The conventional S&C actuates only the switch section,
whereas the present design actuates two ends of rails, indicated in Figure 21 as zones I
and II. Also, the conventional S&C uses a single motor to actuate the switch blade laterally
with the help of a stretcher bar. In this switch concept, a novel control system lifts the
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rails from their positions, transports them across and then drops them into their final
position.
In the longitudinal direction, which is the running direction of the train, an incorrect switchblade position can be eliminated due to the design of the adjustment joint which aligns
the rails within allowable longitudinal displacements.
The switch blade and crossing nose usually cause transversal irregularity along the running
direction, which can be avoided with this design by eliminating them, thereby providing
smoother force transmission through to the substructure.
3.1.1.1

Stress calculations

Because the B2B concept involves bending the free end of the switch rail transversally and
vertically, both the constrained locations and rail deformation based on stress limits are
analysed in this section.
Stress analyses have been performed with respect to the zones identified in Figure 21.
The variables 𝐹𝑎 and 𝐹𝑏 are the actuating forces, and 𝑑𝑢𝑦𝑎 and 𝑑𝑢𝑦𝑏 are the displacements
of the ends of the switch rail. The other parameters 𝐿𝑎 and 𝐿𝑏 are different locations.
Table 22: Maximum von Mises stresses (in GPa) with different constrained locations and applied
vertical displacements
Constrained
location

Lifting displacement at free end, mm
200
250
300
350
9.1
11.3
13.6
15.8

1m

50
2.3

100
4.5

150*
6.8

400
18.1

450
20

500
22.6

2m

0.6

1.2

1.8

2.4

3

3.3

4.2

4.8

5.5

6.1

4m

0.17

0.33

0.51

0.68

0.85

1

1.2

1.4

1.5

1.7

6m

0.078

0.16

0.24

0.31

0.39

0.47

0.55

0.63

0.7

0.79

8m

0.044

0.09

0.13

0.17

0.22

0.26

0.3

0.35

0.39

0.44

Table 23: Maximum Von Mises stress (in GPa) with different constrained locations and applied
lateral displacements
Constrained
location

Lateral displacement at free end, mm

1m

50
1.7

100
3.4

150*
5.1

200*
6.8

250
8.6

300
10

350
12

400
14

450
15

500
17

2m

0.46

0.92

1.4

1.8

2.3

2.7

3.2

3.7

4.2

4.6

4m

0.12

0.24

0.36

0.48

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.96

1

1.2

6m

0.054

0.11

0.16

0.22

0.27

0.32

0.38

0.43

0.48

0.53

8m

0.038

0.076

0.11

0.15

0.19

0.23

0.26

0.3

0.34

0.38

Considering a common steel grade used for a standard rail, its ultimate tensile stress (UTS)
is found to be 900 MPa. The endurance stress is considered to be 50% of UTS and is hence
taken as 450 MPa. To allow an infinite service life for repeated bending of a rail in two
directions, endurance stress calculations are necessary. In FE software calculations,
vertical and lateral loads were applied at the ends of a 3D model of a UIC60 rail. The rail
is 10 m long, and the degrees of freedom at the rail foot beyond the constrained locations
are all constrained. The resulting maximum von Mises stresses are shown in Table 22 and
Table 23, for vertical and lateral movements, respectively. The results highlighted in grey
are those cases for which the endurance stress limits have been exceeded.
For the rail to be displaced according to the B2B concept, the vertical and lateral
displacements need to be more than the height and width of the rails, respectively. From
the results presented above, the constrained locations should be placed 6 m away from
the free end.
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3.1.1.2

Required lateral actuation

In this section, the required lateral actuating displacement, which not only allows two rails
to install in position but also provides enough clearance for wheel flange passing through,
is discussed.
Firstly, regarding the turnout geometry in analysis zones I and II, the minimum free rail
section La, Lb needs to be at least

 L  r 2   r  w 2
2
 a

 Lb  r 2   G  r  w2 2


(1)

in order not to let two rail foots overlap each other.
Secondly, additional length Lc is required after the theoretical crossing point (TCP) for
analysis zone II in order to give enough space to avoid rail foot overlapping, as shown in
Figure 22.
Theoretical crossing point (TCP)
θ crossing angle

w2: rail foot length
w1

Lc
w2

Figure 22: Schematic image of additional required free rail section at crossing region

Thirdly, with the minimum required free rail section in analysis zones I and II mentioned
above, the required lateral displacement based on different applied forces and constraint
locations is discussed. The analysis presented in Figure 23 gives the clearance between
the feet of adjacent rails when they are locked at 15 m (calculated based on equation 1
for NR60F turnout) from the free end, and a lateral displacement of 0.2–0.5 m is effected
on it through lateral actuation at the free end. The criterion to be fulfilled is that the rail
feet should not overlap, hence the clearance between them should be positive. In case of
a small lateral displacement (d = 0.2 m), there is a clear overlap between the feet for
locations 2–14 m from the free end of the rail. Hence either a larger displacement is
needed, or more actuators or a different actuating position is required in order to provide
enough clearance.
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Figure 23: Clearance between two rail sections with applied load at the end of the free rail section

3.1.1.3

Compensation for overlap using additional actuator

Here, instead of considering a longer free rail or larger actuating displacement to fulfil the
criterion, two actuators are considered. The result of analysing the concept with two
actuators is given in Figure 24. Two actuators are placed at the free end, and the locations
of minimum clearance (see Figure 24) are at 𝑥 = 0 𝑚 and 𝑥 = 12 𝑚, with corresponding
lateral loads of 0.5 and 10 kN, respectively. The result for clearance between the rail feet
in that case is presented in Figure 25. Although results for two actuators give enough
clearance, the actuating force is much higher than the results from one actuator.
Furthermore, from a control point of view, two actuators are much more difficult to control.
Therefore, a single actuator is suggested for this concept.

Figure 24: Locations of two actuators to move a rail with the B2B concept
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Figure 25: Clearance between rail feet when two actuators are used

3.1.1.4

Single actuator

The minimum required lateral displacements 𝑑𝑢𝑦𝑎 , 𝑑𝑢𝑦𝑏 for different constraint locations
(different free rail lengths) for analysis zones I and II can be calculated by repeating a
number of simulations with different lateral displacements applied, which eventually
provides positive clearance along the two rail sections. Figure 26 shows the required lateral
displacements with different actuating locations, at the free end, at half of La, at one third
of La, and with different lengths of free rails 𝐿𝑎 , 𝐿𝑏. . Note that only one actuator is
considered here. As shown, the minimum lateral displacement for zones I and II is 200
and 350 mm, respectively. A shorter constrained location requires a larger lateral actuating
displacement, as shown in Figure 27. Although applying actuation close to the constrained
location can reduce the required lateral displacement, the differences are relatively small
but with a much larger actuating force.
On the other hand, it is better for the length of the free rail to be as short as possible in
terms of a vertical actuating force point of view. Therefore, for analysis zone I, a 16.5 mlong free rail is suggested, with 500 mm required lateral actuating displacement, which
allows reasonable movement and the required actuating force. For analysis zone II, an 8
m-long free rail is suggested, with 350 mm required lateral actuating displacement, which
allows a stress level lower than the endurance stress.

Figure 26: Required lateral actuating movements for two analysis zones:
(left) analysis zone I and (right) analysis zone II
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Figure 27: Required lateral actuating forces for two analysis zones:
(left) analysis zone I and (right) analysis zone II

3.1.2

Kinematics

The B2B switch (Figure 28) requires long (16.5 m at switch and 8 m at crossing sections)
sections of rails to be bent in both their principal axes, in the horizontal plane (parallel to
the ground) and vertical plane (perpendicular to the ground and in line with the track
length). The switch design for the S&C layout of NR60E 15.75 requires that the switch
should be bent laterally by 500 mm when it is anchored 16.5 m away from the switch end,
as mentioned in Section 3.1.1.4. CAD geometry of the full turnout was modelled for the
switch layout of NR60E 15.75.

Switch

Crossing

Figure 28: CAD representation of back-to-back bistable switch

The rail can be considered as a cantilever beam, which is fixed at one end and free to
move at the switch end. Bending of the cantilever beam can be accurately represented by
a third-order polynomial equation but, for simplicity, let us consider a quadratic
relationship. When the rail is bent in the vertical plane, the free end follows a curved path
(Figure 29). The same is true when the rail is bent in the horizontal plane.
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Plan view
Actuator

Rail

Side view
Figure 29: Sketch showing bending of rail in the vertical plane

Curved path

Figure 30: Schematic showing a curved surface that the switch rail follows

The connecting rod from the actuator to the switch rail therefore experiences angular
displacement of 0.95 degrees in the vertical plane and 2.86 degrees in the horizontal
plane, considering the end of the 12-m switch rail lifted by 200 mm in the vertical plane
and traversed 600 mm in the horizontal direction. Therefore, the joint between the
actuator rod and switch rail needs to have spherical joints. Simultaneously, the connection
from the actuator to the connecting rod at the base needs to have a rotational degree of
freedom (DoF) in the vertical plane. This allows the switch rail to follow a curved path
without adding mechanical stresses on joints. Alternatively, the joint between the actuator
rod and switch rail could be allowed to have a translational DoF in a longitudinal direction
along with the rotational DoF in the vertical plane. This will eliminate the need to have a
rotational DoF on the actuator rod in the base.
3.1.2.1

Planning of the switching trajectory

The trajectory requirement will be different depending on the design of the expansion
joint. For example, if the expansion joint design is in the form shown in Figure 31 below,
like that employed by the REPOINT project, it will be possible to follow a simple circular
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arc. This is because they mate in the horizontal plane and during switching in a circular
trajectory, so the height the rail has to jump is considerably less. The mating surface
(inverted ‘V’) in this type of expansion joint also provides a means to keep rails together
due to gravity. This is referred to as ‘gravity lock’ by the REPOINT project. The rails are
constrained in a lateral position in this case but not in a vertical direction. The effectiveness
of this strategy of locking is yet to be examined fully but it provides a means of redundancy
in actuation as there is no active locking–unlocking involved.

(a)

Mating surfaces

(b)

Figure 31: Expansion joint designs from (a) repoint switch and (b)
conventional rail track

The actuator for the REPOINT switch has already been designed in the REPOINT project
and therefore it was not considered in this project. So, our B2B switch design was based
on a conventional expansion joint. If a conventional expansion joint is employed, then the
trajectory should be planned as shown in Figure 32. This is to avoid the rails colliding with
each other during switching. Please note that the trajectory requirement at switch section
and crossing section are different.
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(a)

Separation
rods

Fixed rails

(b)

Figure 32: Trajectory (red dotted curve) requirements for the B2B switch concept
with a conventional expansion joint at (a) switch section and (b) crossing section

3.1.2.2

Actuator design for the B2B switch

In order to satisfy the switch motion in the trajectory shown in Figure 32 above, some
actuator arrangements were conceptualised. The simplest arrangement could be a linear
actuator with a four-bar linkage mechanism as shown in Figure 33 where the trajectory
produced by the end of the link is shown. However, to provide the required lift and
translation of the rail, the actuator size is considerably large and requires space by the
wayside.
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Fixed in space - cylindrical
pivoting joint

Figure 33: Linkage mechanism for the required switch trajectory
of B2B switch (switch section only)

Similarly, it is proving a little complicated and difficult to provide the necessary trajectory
for a linkage-based mechanism at the crossing section of the switch. It is therefore
necessary and useful to have a two-actuator system. This will allow self-adjustment of the
switches and also allow ‘design for control’. A purely mechanical assembly requires parts
to be manufactured with low tolerance, and there is very little room for adjustment during
assembly. One also needs to provide a mechanism to adjust the components, often done
by hand. On the contrary, a ‘design for control’ would allow high tolerance of mating
components such that the components are aligned by the application of a controller rather
than relying on alignment of surfaces by virtue of mechanical assembly. Therefore,
following actuator arrangements that can allow the switch to be moved in a planar surface
in any arbitrary trajectory can be conceptualised. It must be said that these applications
of these arrangements will remove the bistable nature of the switch.
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(a)

Actuator

(b)

(c)

Figure 34: Actuator arrangements for the B2B switch: (a)
floating bed-type arrangement, (b) rotary and linear actuators
and (c) rotary actuator with a spring lock

The actuator arrangement shown in Figure 34(a) shows two actuators arranged in vertical
and horizontal directions. The interplay between the two actuators can provide any
trajectory in a two-dimensional plane. This allows adjustments to be done in a vertical as
well as horizontal direction. However, it must be stressed that the threaded shaft and
joints must be able to bear the operational load or else there must be a suitable load
bearer in place.
The actuator arrangement shown in Figure 34(b) shows a linear actuator connected via a
threaded shaft to a rotary actuator. Also, this arrangement is able to provide any arbitrary
trajectory in a two-dimensional plane. Again, a suitable lock needs to be in place.
Figure 34(c) shows an arrangement similar to the one in Figure 34(b) but the actuator is
replaced with a spring. This arrangement relies on an active locking mechanism that
pushes the rail in place to lock, and the spring is compressed. When the lock is removed,
the spring expands, and the rail joint moves away from the fixed rail to give enough
clearance to the rotary movement in a semi-circular fashion, given by the rotary actuator.
Several advantages and disadvantages can be drawn for the arrangements shown above.
However, it is clear that the arrangement in Figure 34(b) involves a much simpler
assembly. This arrangement will allow the rails to be simply connected together with the
actuator, and fine tuning of the assembly can be delivered via a suitable controller,
automatically. This will increase the speed of construction and maintainability.
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The above-mentioned arrangements can be grouped as ‘linkage-based’ mechanisms in
which some mechanical linkages are required between the actuator and the switch rail.
However, there is a possibility to remove the mechanical linkages and have a completely
non-moving actuator arrangement via a maglev actuator, using levitation produced by
electromagnets. One such arrangement for the B2B switch is shown in Figure 35.

(a)

Movable rail

Locking block
Electromagnets

(b)

Static rails

Figure 35: Maglev actuator for B2B switch: (a) cross-sectional view and (b) top view

The sizing and feasibility of this actuator arrangement are presented in later sections for
the novel actuators. Here, it is conceptualised that the vertical actuators will attract the
base plate that connects all four switch rails, and then the interplay between the four
electromagnets will transport and place the rails in their appropriate final position.
3.1.2.3

Multi-body simulation of B2B switch for switching

To study the feasibility of the new switch and actuation mechanisms, a multi-body
simulation (MBS) was performed in the Simpack environment. A CAD assembly of the
turnout at 1 : 1 scale was produced for the B2B switch concept. Switch rails were discretised
using the FEA software ABAQUS and then imported into Simpack via the flexible (modal)
body option. The full assembly in Simpack is shown in Figure 36. Here, the movable rails
are shown in red, and fixed rails are in green.
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Figure 36: Back-to-back switch for NR60E 12.5 layout, inset showing top view

Simulations were performed in Simpack along with MATLAB® in a co-simulation
environment. Figure 37 below shows the steps that were followed in building the MBS
model. Please note that the locks and redundancy were not implemented in the presented
MBS model of the B2B switch. However, it will be implemented in future work packages.

Rails

Actuators

CAD
Geometry

FEA
Forces and
displacements

MBS
Displacements and
dynamics

MATLAB/Simulink
Parameter control,
control

Complete switch
model
Figure 37: Schematic showing process of multi-body simulation
study for B2B switch

Closed-loop control was implemented in the MATLAB/Simulink environment so the
displacement signal from Simpack was passed to MATLAB via a TCP/IP link. This was used
in MATLAB to calculate the required force to minimize the error (in displacement) between
the position demanded and the current position. The feedback control scheme for the
switch is shown in Figure 38 below.
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Figure 38: Feedback controller for linear position control of the switch

The results from this simulation are shown in Figure 39 below. The left-hand graphs show
the switch area, and the right-hand graphs show the crossing area. Actuator forces are
shown in black, and displacements are shown in red.
The actuators (not shown) in this case are considered to be linear actuators by the wayside
for the switch, and in the track for the crossing which pulls or pushes the rails towards it
or away from it. A rod is connected underneath the base plate that connects all switch
rails together so that when the rails are pulled or pushed, they follow a circular arc with a
radius equal to the length of this rod.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 39: Multi-body simulation of B2B switch showing (a)
beginning of switching and (b) end of switching period

This simulation suggests that 10 kN of force would be sufficient to lift four rails together.
Also, it shows that the switch time of around 3 seconds is possible even when there are
complex kinematics involved. The large oscillations between 2 seconds and 3 seconds for
the switch part are likely due to the nature of actuator arrangement. They occur just before
the switch is about to come down from its top dead-centre position in a circular arc. The
actuator nearly becomes unstable when it tries to maintain the position and velocity of the
rails around that position. This could be avoided by tuning the control algorithm or by
using a rotary actuator in place of a linear actuator such that the angular position and
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angular velocities are controlled instead of linear ones. Furthermore, it becomes necessary
to join adjacent switch rails for the straight and turnout routes via separating rods so that
they stay relatively stable to each other; otherwise, without them, the rails would oscillate
such that they would collide into each other when switching. After the switching is
complete, actuator forces reach their maximum. This is to keep rails in their final position.
With appropriate locks in place, the actuator force would not be needed to maintain that
position.
3.1.3

Thermal analysis for B2B switch

In order to clarify the benefit of the new concept and to justify the limitation of the
expansion joint design in terms of thermal effect, 3D FE conventional S&C and B2B switch
models have been developed, as shown in Figure 40 and Figure 41. For conventional S&C,
beam elements with variation of the second moment of inertia and cross-section area are
used to represent the switch blades, crossing nose and check rail. For the B2B switch,
standard rail, UIC60 rail, the whole turnout with three expansion joints is used, as shown
in Figure 41. Flexibility of the sleeper is considered by using a beam element with multiple
spring-dashpots below the sleepers as a foundation, and spring-dashpots are used for one
single rail pad connected between rail and sleeper. The parameters for each component in
each direction are shown in Table 24.

Figure 40: 3D conventional S&C model

Rail-1 (straight rail)
La
Rail-2 (curved rail)

Lock position
Location of adjustment joint
Constrained location
Rail-3 (straight rail)
Rail-4 (curve rail)

Lb

Figure 41: 3D B2B switch model

The same turnout introduced before is used here for the thermal analysis. All DoF at the
end of the beam model are constrained except the switch rails. Temperature variation is
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set up to be 26.7 degrees. Consideration of a different number of locking positions along
the free rail for the B2B switch is analysed to investigate the required locking position in
terms of thermal effect. The same parameters as the fastener system are used for each
locking position at the sleeper to account for the locking mechanism, and the locking
position starts at the free end and then between the anchor point and the free end until
every sleeper.
Table 24: Substructure parameters

Railpad stiffness in the longitudinal direction,
Kpx
Railpad stiffness in the transversal direction, Kpz
Railpad stiffness in the vertical direction, Kpy
Foundation stiffness in the longitudinal
direction, Kfx
Foundation stiffness in the transversal
direction, Kfz
Foundation stiffness in the vertical direction, Kfy

50 MN/m
50 MN/m
300 MN/m
50 MN/m
Nonlinear spring,
50 kN for 1 mm of movement
40 MN/m2

Relative displacement between left and right switch rails against corresponding stock rails
are 25 mm and 17.8 mm for conventional S&C. The results for the B2B switch are shown
in Figure 42. The results fluctuate between −50 and 20 mm, and contrary results are
obtained between analysis zones I and II. Although the gap for the standard expansion
join design is 100 mm, a smaller gap can be considered for the B2B switch design based
on the present study, which can effectively reduce wheel/rail contact force (see Section
3.1.4.3). Furthermore, smaller relative displacement can be achieved with appropriate
design locking position compared to the results for a conventional switch, and the present
concept also potentially provides better alignment compared to a mismatch switch and
stock profile for the conventional switch in the longitudinal direction.

Figure 42: Two rail relative displacements at the adjustment joint with different number of lockings
along the free rail

3.1.4

Concept validation using a vehicle dynamics simulation

3.1.4.1

Multi-body simulation (MBS) model of train track

An MBS model comprising a vehicle and track along with the conventional and B2B S&C
concept in a turnout and the substructure were built in the software environment Simpack.
The geometry of a track turnout (760 m radius, 1 : 15 crossing angle) along with the cross
sections of rails at S&C sections were modelled in it. The substructure has been modelled
as a two lumped-mass spring damper system. The first mass is composed of a mass of
rails with the stiffness and damping of rail pads. The second mass is a lumped mass of
ballast along with that of sleeper with the stiffness and damping of ballast. The vehicle is
built from Y25 bogies with an axle load of 25 t.
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In the B2B concept, an expansion joint is being considered at the S&C locations. This joint
has been analytically designed, and the cross section of rails at different locations is
generated as shown in Figure 43. The nominal joint is about 900 mm long, and the gaps
are dependent on the rail temperature. In the MBS simulation, three different gaps are
analysed, 25, 100 and 150 mm, to replicate correspondingly high to low rail temperatures.

Figure 43: Design of an expansion joint: (left) top view and (right) cross-sectional view

3.1.4.2

Validation of MBS model

The model has been validated using benchmark test conditions as defined in [1] and using
the wheel–rail contact forces given therein. In the benchmark, a vehicle is run through a
turnout at 80 km/h, and its contact forces are estimated with the help of measurements
at an instrumented wheelset. When they are validated against the simulation, the
validation is as shown in Figure 44. The trends of the contact force signals seem to match,
and hence the MBS model can be considered to be validated.
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Figure 44: Validation of MBS model using wheel–rail contact forces

3.1.4.3

Numerical results

Further, the same vehicle under the same testing conditions was run through a turnout
with B2B S&C. The results can be seen in Figure 45, with the three different gaps as
mentioned before.
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Figure 45: Comparison of contact forces for a vehicle run through B2B S&C with conventional S&C

It can be observed that the lateral contact forces are considerably reduced in the B2B S&C
concept. Only at the switch section is the effect of gaps in expansion joints much
pronounced, seen from the sudden drop in vertical forces for the large gap. At the crossing
section, the differences in contact forces are negligible as one of the rails is a continuous
rail.
3.2

Single slender switch

3.2.1

Introduction

The SS switch concept is characterised by a simple design with just one switch rail that is
the only moving part. This means a really fast change when needed. Despite a lot of
advantages as identified in the SWOT analysis, the more detailed design process (that
follows here) has highlighted a number of negatives:















Switch blade to touch running rail at either side – geometrical profile of
the switch rail to cope with this requirement.
Complicated switch rail and stock rail design in the specific areas of the
SS switch.
An active crossing – more complicated, expensive and risky than standard
designs.
Switch blade to sustain bending impact during operation.
Insulated joints will become part of the moving blade --> special design
required.
The longer turnout geometries will require joints in the switch rail because
of the limited lengths of manufactured rails.
Actuators to cope with long movements – long displacement during
actuation.
A large number of motors and actuators are needed to action the switch
and assure its proper positioning.
More materials needed to facilitate the switch slide. The design would
require much wider slides to support the blade.
More complex installation and transportation of such long switch rails.
Potentially high stresses on the switch toe where the switch profile is likely
to be substantially thin.
Different lateral and vertical stiffnesses of movable rail.
Interruption of continuous welded rail behind the single switch rail.
Development of switch rail fixing to ensure dilatation only in the direction
towards the crossing part.
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Figure 46: Simplified overview of the single slender switch concept

A closer constructional look at this concept reveals two major problems, and because of
them it is not possible to go through to production. There are problems with the geometry
of a switch blade in a floor projection, and with the constructional detail of a switch
blade/stock rail.
3.2.2

Problem No. 1 – geometry of a switch blade

A switch blade in a standard turnout is created such that the trajectory of the running
surface is in parallel with the axis of the switch blade until it reaches the spot where the
switch blade base gets into its final position against the stock rail. In this spot, the switch
blade is bent and goes in parallel with the stock rail while running of a running edge is still
on a curve. And yet, this principle cannot be applied on a both-sided switch blade. When
both-sided switch rail is used, it creates a geometrical problem because we need to
substitute the solid bend with the actuator.

Figure 47: Switch blade of a conventional S&C
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Figure 48: Construction of switch blades (straight and curved) showing different progress of
curved running edge and the switch blade’s axle: R(r.e.) – radius of running edge, R(a.) – radius
of switch rail profile axis

Due to the reasons mentioned above, it becomes obvious that it is not possible to design
any acceptable geometrical shape of the SS switch’s tip. Geometrical imperfections at the
machined tip of an SS switch are visible in Figure 49. When the geometry is preserved in
a direct way, at the end of the machined SS switch after changing to a turn direction,
there will be a breakpoint of the running edge followed by serious structural gauge
widening. It is not possible to eliminate this breakpoint.

Breakpoint of running
edge

Structural gauge widening

Figure 49: Scheme of geometrical SS switch setup

3.2.3

Problem No. 2 – constructional detail of a switch blade/stock rail

3.2.3.1

Detailed description of a conventional turnout’s construction solution

With a standard conventional turnout, each stock rail has its switch rail. Because of that,
the switch blade is made for the best cooperation with the stock rail from one side, and
the other side is a perfect shape for guiding wheels. The picture below shows a left switch
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blade with the left stock rail of a conventional turnout at the tip and a thickness of 30 mm.
The switch blade is hidden in the area of the tip under the stock rail and around the
thickness of 30 mm is able to guide the wheels. The shape of the switch rail is machined
into a 3 : 1 incline, the same as for the stock rail. The switch rail is modified into an optimal
shape that guides rail vehicles.

Figure 50: Stock and switch-blade cross section of a conventional turnout

Figure 51: Stock and switch-blade cross section of a conventional turnout with wheel

3.2.4

Constructional detail solution for a SS switch

The SS switch’s main problem is that it has just one switch blade for each stock rail that
needs to work both sides. That means essentiality in proper working with stock rail and
both-side wheel guidance. To complete both conditions leads to suggestions of the switch
blade’s cross section. The switch blade could be made from full profile 60 E1F1 rail;
however, the pictures above show that this kind of switch rail will have a really small cross
section liable to create defects (deformation, switch-blade diffraction, etc.). To get this
switch blade as close as possible to the stock rail, meaning hiding it underneath the stock
rail as in the case of a conventional turnout, it must be accordingly shaped for mounting
to the stock rail’s base. This also goes with setting up a switch and stock rail contact
surface which conventional turnout solves by 1 : 3 inclination. We need to create that
contact surface according to the averted side of the switch blade, which leads into a more
complicated technological solution. The next problem can appear with switching. The
switch rail would not have any base, which means in a straight direction it would have a
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minimum of surface lying on a switch rail plate, and then the switch blade would be
susceptible to tilting during switching. Another problem is the fact that a both-sided
machined switch rail is more than 50 mm thick in the area where 30 mm is needed, and
it is not possible to place it in a straight direction against the stock rail. This issue is
demonstrated in Figure 52.

Figure 52: SS switch’s switch-blade shape compared to 60 E1F1 rail as a switch rail material

Figure 53: SS switch’s switch rail with left stock rail and wheel
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3.2.4.1

Model of the frog part

Figure 54: Top view of the frog part

Figure 54 shows the top view of the frog part of the SS switch, with the rough layout of
the sleepers (without fasteners, slide surfaces, chairs, supports and other partial
components). The movable part (point) is marked in red, the straight rails in green, and
the deviated rails in yellow.

Figure 55: Detail of deflection of the point for switching the switch to the straight direction
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Figure 56: Detail of the point rail

Figure 56 show the point in detail, with views from both ends. In the place where the point
is between the immovable parts (in fact, stock rails) of the frog, the point has no foot but
a reinforced web which is based on the solid-section rail used.

Figure 57: Machining detail of the immovable parts (stock rails) of the frog made of reinforced
section
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Figure 58: Detail of contact of the movable and immovable parts

Figure 59: Detail of the machining of individual parts
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Figure 60: Detail of the contact of the point side moved closer

Figure 61: Detail of the side moved farther apart
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Figure 62: Detail of the oblique joint of the connection

Figure 62 shows detail of the oblique joint of the connection of the point to the central rails
of the switch. The oblique joint is suitable for pushing the rails precisely to the correct
position; at the same time, it does not enable the point to move to the left. To prevent
the point from moving to the right, it is necessary to add supports or a suitable switching
box and a lock in this area.
For switching, it is necessary to move the point horizontally along the axis of the track by
at least the distance of this oblique joint, and at the same time horizontally at a right angle
to the axis of the track, to shape the point correctly.
3.2.5

Analysis

3.2.5.1

Preliminary analysis of the crossing area

Preliminary analysis has been carried out with the objective to prove the feasibility of the
crossing design. Analysis of the acceptable curvature of the movable rail in the crossing
was the first step. Analysis of the stress caused by the wheel rail was done as the second
step.
Prolongation of the crossing of the J60 1:12-500 turnout was designed since the design
has to accommodate a transition zone of the rail profile at the end of the crossing. The
geometric design is evident in Figure 63.

Figure 63: Crossing area of J60 1:12-500
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The shape of rails and their contact surface curvature was evaluated regarding lateral
bending of the movable rail. The stress caused by lateral bending was calculated by:
𝑀𝑦 = −𝐸 ∙ 𝐼𝑦 ∙
𝜎𝐹𝑦 =

𝑀𝑦
𝑊𝑦

=

𝑑2𝑣
𝑑𝑥 2

≅ 𝐸 ∙ 𝐼𝑦 ∙

1

[N.m]

𝑅

𝐸∙𝐼𝑦

[Pa]

𝑊𝑦∙𝑅

The formula describing the relation between rail radius and bending stress was delivered
from the formulas above, according to the formula below, as 160 m.
𝑅=

𝐸∙𝐼𝑦

[m]

𝑊𝑦 ∙𝜎𝐹𝑦

The actual stress caused by lateral stress was calculated for a modified 60 E1F1 rail section
(see Figure 64):
𝜎𝐹𝑦 =

2.1∙105 ∙2.427∙10−6
9.323∙10−5 ∙160

[MPa]

= 34.2

The following input parameters were taken into the preliminary analysis of stress caused
by the wheel load:
Axle load

Anom = 250 kN

Bearer distance a = 0.6 m

Wheel load Q was calculated as half of the nominal axle load Anom multiplied by the dynamic
factor, kv, which was specified according to Draft EN 13230-6 and, alternatively, according
to the Czech standard. Values specified according to these two standards are almost the
same. The value according to the European standards was input to further calculations:
Wheel load

𝑄𝑘 =

𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑚
2

(1 + 𝑘𝑉 ) =

250
2

(1 + 0.75) = 219 ≅ 225 kN

according to Draft EN 13230-6:
Alternatively, 𝑄𝑘 =

𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑚
2

∙𝛾 =

250
2

V ≥ 200 km.h−1

kV = 0.75

1.78 = 223 ≅ 225 kN

according to the RIA (CZ) regulation:

𝛾 = 1 + 2 ∙ 𝑡 ∙ 𝜑 = 1 + 2 ∙ 0.3 ∙ 1.3 = 1.78

Stiffness of the vertical support comprises the stiffness of rail pads and substructure:
Rail pad c1 = 275 kN.mm−1 (low-frequency stiffness)
Substructure modulus C2 = 0.1 N.mm−3
Bearer area 𝐴𝑏 = 1100 ∙ 300 = 330 000 mm−2
Substructure stiffness 𝑐2 = 𝐴𝑏 ∙ 𝐶2 = 330 000 ∙ 0.1 ∙ 10−3 = 33 kN.mm−1
1

1 −1

𝑐1

𝑐2

Total stiffness 𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ( + )

=(

1
275

+

1
33

)

−1

= 29.5 kN.mm−1

The stress was calculated for the modified 60 E1F1 rail profile (see Figure 64).
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89,1

Figure 64 Modified 60 E1F1 rail section

The bending moment in the rail was calculated according to Zimmermann’s formula. Track
characteristic length:
4 4∙2.1∙1011 ∙2.394.10−5
29.5∙106 /0.6

4 4∙𝐸∙𝐼𝑥

𝐿= √
𝑐

=√

𝑡𝑜𝑡⁄𝑎

= 0.800 m

Corresponding bending moment:
𝑀𝑥 =

𝑄𝑘 ∙𝐿
4

=

225∙0.800
4

= 45.0 kN.m

Stress bottom surface (rail foot):
𝜎𝐹𝑥 =

𝑀𝑥
𝑊𝑥

=

44.0∙10−3
2.686∙10−4

= 168 MPa

The stresses caused by the wheel load, caused by lateral bending and residual stress, were
evaluated.
Total stress: 𝜎𝐹 = 𝜎𝐸 + 𝜎𝐹𝑦 + 𝜎𝐹𝑥 = 100 + 34 + 168 = 302 MPa ≤ 𝜎𝑙𝑖𝑚 =

0.6∙𝑅𝑚
1.15

=

0.6∙880
1.15

= 459 MPa

The FE model was used to evaluate the design. The spatial model in the ANSYS system
consists of 3 million elements (SOLID186) defined by 4.3 million nodes. A wheel load of
225 kN was considered in the analysis. The position of the wheel load was varied along
the movable rail and in the lateral direction on the rail head running surface. The lateral
displacements at the particular points along the movable rail were prescribed to represent
the specified rail curvature.
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Figure 65: FE model of the movable rail

„von misses“ stress

55 MPa
y - stress

x - stress

3 MPa
z - stress

5 MPa

53 MPa

Figure 66: Example of calculated stresses in the movable rail – lateral bending
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Figure 67: Example of calculated stresses in the movable rail – lateral bending and wheel load

3.2.6

Design of the kinematic system

3.2.6.1

Description of the designed kinematic system

Figure 68: Kinematic system scheme

Switching the movable point (drawn in red in Figure 68) requires moving it horizontally
along the axis of the track and horizontally at a right angle to the axis of the track.
Therefore, the following principle of switching has been designed. When switching, the
first step includes unlocking of all switching elements, i.e. the locking system will also have
to be designed in the next step. On unlocking, the rotating mechanism begins to move
and moves the point (red element) by approx. 160 mm horizontally to the intermediate
position in the direction of the axis of the track. At this moment, the second pusher begins
to move (pull) the point to the opposite stock rail and the first mechanism to move (push)
simultaneously the point to the opposite central rail. In the last phase of switching, the
rotary mechanism continues to move, i.e. the point being switched returns and gets closer
to the second central rail. In the last phase, both the first and second pushers (in the
transverse direction) and the rotary mechanism (in the longitudinal direction) are locked.
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3.3

Vehicle-based switching

3.3.1

Introduction

The essence of vehicle-based switching (VBS) is that of a passive, non-moving track switch
providing both normal and reverse routes, with the vehicle providing the steering
mechanism (ideally through a mechatronic system) to follow a selected route. This is
primarily a technical description of the concept, but with a longer time horizon, this would
be a key enabler for automatic or autonomous decentralised driving as it removes the
need for centralised interlocking and control at network nodes, an entirely new operational
methodology.
3.3.2

Potential benefits

Substantial benefits can be expected from the VBS concept. This concept has not been
considered seriously by industry in the past, partly because of its radical system-level
nature, but also because of a lack of availability of the underpinning mechatronic
technologies. It can be supposed that the development of these technologies is now
needed to allow the deployment of this concept.
The advantage of the VBS is the installation of new technology in a vehicle, such as an
advanced control device, for example, a computer that controls the movement of wheels
and bogies. This means that virtually all maintenance of this system takes place centrally
in workshops and laboratories suitably equipped for this purpose.
A major benefit of this type of technology would be through the above-mentioned
automatic or autonomous decentralised operation. This paradigm shift in operation would
remove the need for fixed signalling infrastructure, but route selection on the vehicle would
need to be proved in some appropriate manner in advance of arrival at the switch. With
the track infrastructure having entirely fixed geometry, no proof of this would be required,
just as is the case for straight or curved track. This creates greater operational flexibility,
for example: following trains could be closer than would be possible currently, as no proof
is needed of the now-redundant locking mechanism; maintenance requirements are
minimised as the moving parts and detection systems are made redundant, which
operationally means that switch failures and signalling failures would no long occur, and
any track possessions would be reduced in length due to the simplification of rectification
processes; and, as mentioned above, this could lead to a great shift in the method of
operation, with autonomous and decentralised vehicles undertaking peer-to-peer
communication to ‘negotiate’ through network nodes based upon optimal cost functions
defined for systems performance.
3.3.3

Possible solutions

To enable a full VBS system, step changes in design would be required for both the
infrastructure and vehicles. In principle, on the infrastructure side, the running rails could
be continuous through both routes, removing the need for crossings and the vertical loads
inherent with this. On the vehicle side, this would require mechatronically-guided
flangeless (and possibly zero-conicity) wheels. However, it may be difficult to gain safety
acceptance for such a solution, in which case, some form of movable element on the
vehicle (pegs, deployable flanges, etc.) would be needed to interact with the track and
ensure the correct route in case of vehicle guidance failure. However, there are wellunderstood and demonstrated redundancy aspects that are prevalent in other industries
that would minimize the risk of such failures.
Hence, it is felt that the prospect of the VBS can be applied in two ways:
A. The S&C structures are without movable components with flangeways in
appropriate places to allow the wheels to pass. This concept is suitable for tramway
S&C structures that would be installed without moving parts, actuating and locking
systems, and heating. The passage velocity through the S&Cs is relatively small,
and the tram wheels can run on flanges here. The crossing structure need not be
changed. In addition, this VBS application allows a gradual transition in the tram
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network. Firstly, a group of vehicles will be deployed to enable the VBS in a
conventional network with conventional S&C designs. After a sufficient number of
vehicles have been deployed, the switches can be replaced on selected lines without
moving parts after the end of their service life. Gradually, the number of vehicles
with the VBS and the structures without moving components will increase.
B. A structure without interruption of the running surface, and wheels without flanges
are used. For this reason, a significant reduction in dynamic effects can be
expected, and durability and lifespan consequently increased. The flange in this
instant is a part of the rail (rather than the wheel). The Y/Q ratio is slightly
influenced by this approach since the inner wheel force is reduced because of the
lateral overturning force due to curving while the outer wheel force is increased.
The rail flange is interrupted in the S&C area. The structural design of the crossing
can be developed with a check rail similar to that in current crossings. The check
rail is located outside the rail running surface. No transition period on existing lines
can be introduced for this approach. The concept is suitable for a newly-built
network, for example for a new metro line.
3.3.4

Migration routes from existing technology

Investigation of this technology reveals, perhaps not surprisingly, that the implementation
of such a concept would be challenging, as the majority of the rolling stock would need to
be updated in addition to the infrastructure. There would be an aspect of ‘gradual
implementation’; this is conveyed in the table below. The route through to full VBS
envisages a transition period with a mixed traffic of conventional and active vehicles being
able to operate on conventional switches (the benefits of which have been shown in [2]).
With the eventual migration to more mechatronic vehicles (various solutions have begun
to be investigated in [3] and references therein), the track switch changes could be
implemented. By far the easiest solution would be implementation on new lines, such as
HS2 in the UK, with the proviso that the vehicles used on these dedicated networks would
be compatible with the conventional rail system.
Table 25: Implementation approaches for vehicle-based switching

3.3.5

Conventional
switch

Intermediate
switch

New switch

Conventional
vehicle





X

Part-VBS vehicle





?

VBS vehicle

X





Summary of vehicle-based switching

This concept differs fundamentally from the other two concepts because it involves
substantial changes to the vehicle, although the changes to track components may be less
substantial and are much simplified in comparison to currently used technology. There is
no need for locking and actuation of the switch blades in this concept, which means that
in Sections 4 and 5 (below), this concept is not further developed. While this concept is
very exciting and truly transformational in nature, it is clear that significant fundamental
work is needed to move this concept forward. Hence, the recommendation is that this
concept should be studied in depth – during a future programme – from both mechatronic
vehicle and track layout perspectives.
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4

Novel actuators

4.1

High-redundancy actuator (HRA)

A high-redundancy actuator (HRA) is a concept where a large number of small actuating
elements are assembled in series and parallel to produce equivalent displacement and
forces to that of a large single actuator. This low TRL concept has been considered by
several researchers, and details can be found in their papers [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

Figure 69: Conceptual design for a high-redundancy actuator [4]

It has been suggested to use a piezoelectric motor known as a ‘squiggle motor’ in the HRA
configuration. This is a tiny actuating element (motor) that has fewer parts than a typical
electrical motor (Figure 70). It does not require a gearbox, and the required force and
displacement are delivered directly through the lead screw. This makes it more attractive
for application in track switches.

Figure 70: A squiggle motor [9]

Piezoelectric materials can offer a high amount of force/torque; however, the displacement
is generally very small (in mm). There have been many great attempts at creating
piezoelectric motors for rotary and linear actuation. These actuators offer simpler
construction, as the number of elements involved in the assembly of such a motor is
considerably less than for an electric motor. An electric motor generally requires an electric
coil, permanent magnet and iron core whereas a piezoelectric motor only requires
piezoelectric ceramic material. The ceramic element moves by the application of electric
current, and therefore can be used to perform some action. One such type of motor could
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be the SQUIGGLE® motor developed by New Scale Technologies Inc. [9], as shown in
Figure 71.

Screw/threaded
shaft

Motor
assembly
containing
piezoelectric
material

Figure 71: Piezoelectric-based SQUIGGLE® motor from New Scale Technologies Inc.

In their motor, the piezoelectric elements are arranged in such a way that they provide a
waveform with appropriate frequency that will excite the piezoelectric tube placed around
the threaded shaft (screw) so that the rotary motion generated from the piezoelectric
material is directly translated to the linear motion. These motors are very tiny
(piezoelectric casing ~6 mm long) but scaling up of this technology will be considered for
its application in S&Cs. This technology would also be considered in building an HRA [9].
Since piezoelectric crystals do not operate on the principles of electromagnetism, they
may be preferred over electromagnet-based actuators so that they do not pose strong
electromagnetism-related risks on the track. This motor has been tested for its
performance in cryogenic conditions (at 6 K) and has been shown to perform just as well
as at room temperature [10]. So, this technology can be forgiving to harsh cold weather
conditions in a railway environment.
According to the datasheet for the SQUIGGLE® motor [9], the following parameters can
be noted:
Size: 2.8 mm × 2.8 mm × 6 mm
Travel range: 10 mm (according to the development kit)
Force, f: 0.29 N
When actuating elements are arranged in parallel, the available force from the stack is
cumulative. This means that one can determine the size of actuator for the required force
value, given that the size of the individual actuating unit is known.
Let us consider that the force requirement is F N.
Then, the number of actuating elements required will be 𝐹⁄𝑓 elements.
Since the arrangement is considered with a square base, number of elements on the side
of the square will be, √𝐹⁄𝑓 and therefore, the length of the square base will be 𝑎 ∙ √𝐹⁄𝑓
where 𝑎 is the size length of the individual element in direction of the base. Here, we
consider an envelope of 5 mm × 5 mm × 15 mm for a single actuator element. So, 𝑎 will
be 5 mm in this case.
Figure 72 shows hypothetical length of the square base of an actuator for the required
force. Here, we can see that the actuator to deliver 10 kN requires base size of just over
900 mm. It is impractical to use an actuator this big. However, if the force requirement is
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much lower, say, 1 kN, then the required length of the square base will be 293.61 mm. Of
course, it would be desirable to have even a smaller size of the actuator (force to volume
ratio). If the actuating element was able to provide double, triple or even quadruple force
of what it is capable now, the size will come down with inverse square root relationship as
shown in Figure 72.

Figure 72: Force available from squiggle motors arranged in series

For the stroke of length, l (in mm), the number of actuating elements required in series
will be,
𝑙
10
So, total number of required actuating elements would be,
𝐹
𝑙
×
𝑓 10
For the case of force requirement of 1 kN and stroke of 300 mm, the required number of
actuating elements would be 103448. This is a very big number and does not seem cost
effective. However, with more research into a suitable actuating elements and increased
force to volume ratio will make this technology viable. Piezo ceramic elements have very
high force to volume ratio but with a very poor stroke length.
For required redundancy, one could add elements over these minimum required elements,
in parallel for force and in series for stroke. It can be appreciated that the reliability
assessment is quite complex due to complex mathematical relationships between the
stacks when they are interconnected (in series as well as parallel) as shown in this. A more
comprehensive study on reliability of HRA can be found in published article in [10].

4.2

Maglev actuator

In order to conduct a fair comparison of the performance of different cases with different
numbers of electromagnets, a cuboid space with fixed dimensions is used as the
benchmark, whose side length of the square cross section is 𝑎, with the depth being 𝑏.
This space limits the overall size of the electromagnets.
Owing to the nature of the square cross section of the benchmark space, only an
electromagnet array with 𝑛 = 𝑚2 effectively uses the available space, as shown in Figure
73.
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Figure 73: Arrangement of different electromagnet cores within a defined cubic space

The force generated by a single electromagnet can be expressed by
𝐹=

𝜇0 𝑁 2 𝑖 2 𝐴
2𝑔2

where 𝜇0 = 4𝜋. 10−7 , N is the number of turns for the wire, and 𝑖 is the current in the wire.
The cross-section area of the metal core is 𝐴, while 𝑔 is the distance between the solenoid
and the piece of metal. For a fixed force and distance, in order to minimize the running
current, the maximum value of the combined term 𝑁 2 𝐴 has to be achieved.
If the radius of the metal core is 𝑅, and the radius of the wire is 𝑟, the following relationship
has to be satisfied owing to the dimension limit of the benchmark space.
2𝑟𝑁
𝑎
4𝑟 + 2𝑅 =
𝑏
√𝑛
where the term 2rN/𝑏 represents the number of layers of wire around the metal core. The
equation above can be rearranged to give:
𝑅=

𝑎
2√ 𝑛

−

4𝑟 2 𝑁
𝑏

The running current 𝑖 in the wire can be expressed by:

𝑖=

64𝑔𝑟 2 2𝑛𝐹
√
𝑎2 𝑏
𝜇𝜋

It can be seen from the above equation that the running current is directly proportional to
√𝑛. This indicates that for a given space with given force 𝐹, distance 𝑔 and wire radius 𝑟,
the most efficient way is to use a single electromagnet that occupies all the available
space.
If a lower current or a higher force is desired, it is recommended to increase the size of
the solenoid. Using a single electromagnet and increasing its size is always more efficient
compared with using multiple electromagnets occupying the same space size.
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The maglev actuator concept can be applied to the above-mentioned switch concepts. For
the B2B switch, the concept is shown in Figure 35. The rails are lifted, traversed and
dropped into their relevant positions as indicated by red arrows in Figure 35.
Considering an iron core inside the solenoid with a diameter of 50 mm, and a solenoid
with 1000 turns of wire and a length of 200 mm placed 200 mm above the rail, to produce
20 kN of force will require 11.38 A of direct current. This seems feasible for the B2B switch,
and the actuation could be simpler as it does not require any direct mechanical linkages
to attach to rails.
4.3

Multiple synchronous actuators

Long switch designs such as the SS switch will require multiple actuators to move the
switch from through to turnout routes. This is because of its length being almost 46 m for
the considered S&C layout (please see Figure 74). Therefore, in-bearer actuators are more
suitable for this switch. However, in-bearer actuators can also be applied to other switch
concepts mentioned here.
Standard bearers
Bearers with actuators

Figure 74: Concept for in-bearer actuators

The actuators and associated mechanisms could be linear or rotary to generate appropriate
displacement. However, care should be taken in synchronizing the actuators. The
suggested design concept is inherently fault-tolerant (as long as they are independently
set up and back-drivable) because there are multiple redundant actuators.
4.4

Conventional actuators

More conventional electromechanical and electrohydraulic actuators have also been
considered and sised for the SS and B2B switches. Simulation models of these can be used
if/where appropriate in the demonstration phase.
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5

Locking mechanisms

Currently, locking is generally performed by a device such as the clamplock shown in
Figure 75 [11]. This type of device locks the switch rail against the stock rail by using a
mechanical component in the shape of a jaw. This has limitations as it does not allow the
adjustment to compensate for a change in geometry of the switch rail due to degradation
over time. The location of the lock must be in the exact location dictated by the width of
the jaw. Also, over time when the seat is worn, the lock may fail to lock due to not being
able to reach the foot of the rail vertically. This will require human intervention for the
adjustment.
Actuator rod

Clamp/jaw

Restrictor
block

Seat

Figure 75: A clamp point lock [11]

5.1

Linkage-based locking

Figure 76 shows some linkage-based self-locking mechanisms that contain springs and are
therefore also self-adjusting. These are applicable to rails that move vertically and also
laterally. The locks are targeted to grab the foot of the rail. Once they are locked, a
relatively large amount of force will be needed to unlock it. The weight of the passing train
will not allow it to unlock automatically.

Figure 76: Linkage-based locking mechanisms

Gravity-based locking has been suggested by the REPOINT project, where the rails lock
themselves on to the purposely made slots in the receiving end of the bearer. This is
termed a ‘gravity lock’ as it needs force against gravity to unlock the switch rails.
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5.2

Locking design using smart materials

Mechanical locks require perfect assembly of the mating parts. In a railway context, since
the rails go through constant wear, the locks need to be adjusted. Currently, these
adjustments are carried out manually through a maintenance schedule to make sure that
they operate within acceptable standards. It would be possible to automate this
adjustment process using a sensor and a motor. However, a lock that does not require
any adjustment could be beneficial for railways. Smart materials can be used for locking
such that they deform and take the shape of the receiving body.
5.2.1

Dilatant material

Dilatant material is a non-Newtonian fluid that has a nonlinear relationship between
viscosity and shear rate. Viscosity, 𝜂, can be described with the following relationship [11]:
𝜂=

𝜏
𝛾̇

Viscosity, 𝜂, [Pa∙s]

where 𝜏 is shear stress and 𝛾̇ is shear rate. For Newtonian fluids, this quantity remains
constant with respect to shear rate. However, non-Newtonian fluids exhibit a nonlinear
relationship such that the viscosity decreases with an increase in shear rate (such as in
the case of toothpaste) or the viscosity increases with an increase in shear rate (such as
in the case of wet sand or clay). The properties of the latter materials are interesting as
they could be used in building the railway lock.

Shear rate, 𝛾̇ , [s-1]
Figure 77: Relationship between viscosity and shear rate for
Newtonian fluid (blue), shear-thinning (green) and shearthickening materials (red)

It is conceptualised that the lock would be made up of so-called ‘dilatant material’ such
that the material gets deformed by a relatively slow-moving rail and takes the shape of
the receiving switch rail (Figure 78). The lock should remain in place when it is subjected
to impact forces by a moving vehicle, as the viscosity of the material for this situation will
be very high and the material will behave like a solid.
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Unlocked

Locked

Figure 78: Locking design using dilatant material for switch rail
coming (a) from the top, (b) from the side

Currently, these materials are used in building body armour for soldiers and also for sports
equipment. However, their viscosity behaviour will need to be modified so that they can
be used for the self-adjustable locking mechanisms. The materials’ viscosity needs to
approach the order of 1012 Pa∙S so that they behave like solids. Also, at that point, their
modulus of elasticity should be close to that of standard steel.
The suitability of this material will be tested in WP6 using a series of tests that answer
following questions.
(a) What is the maximum shear rate that needs to be applied before its viscosity
increases to above the acceptable threshold viscosity?
(b) What is the minimum shear rate that needs to be applied before it starts losing its
elastic property?
A variant of this concept is to modify the standard locking rod to use the dilatant material,
as shown in Figure 79. It is conceptualised that the rod would be broken into two parts
such that a cylinder filled with dilatant material can be placed in between. This cylinder
would have some headspace (void) to compensate for the increased volume inside the
vessel when one of the rods is pushed in.

To clamp
lock rod

Linked to
actuator

A cylinder filled with
dilatant fluid with some
headspace
to
compensate
for
the
increased volume inside
Figure 79: Locking rod including dilatant material for selfadjustment

For self-adjustment, it is thought that the actuator would be run at a very low velocity so
that it delivers the necessary force to the locking at a relatively lower rate. This action
would push the rod inside the cylinder, and the overall length of the rod would decrease,
bringing the two locks (one on each rail) towards each other. To separate them, a similar
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force will need to be applied in the opposite direction. To lock/unlock, the actuator would
need to deliver force at a sufficiently high shear rate so that the fluid inside the cylinder
would be apparently solid and the lock would engage. Under the impact forces delivered
by the train, this lock should remain in place.
5.2.2

Magneto-rheological material

Magneto-rheological (MR) material is a fluid where magnetic particles of micro size are
suspended in a suitable oil-based carrier medium. Upon presenting a magnetic field, these
particles align themselves so that the apparent viscosity becomes very high and the fluid
behaves like viscoelastic material. This is widely used in automotive industries for active
damping.
Figure 80 shows a sketch of a conceptual locking mechanism that uses MR fluid. It is
conceptualised that a flexible bag filled with MR fluid would receive the switch rail. Some
panels can be placed to pivot so that when the rail descends into the bag, the bag deforms,
ultimately pushing the pivoted panels onto the foot of the rail as shown in Figure 80. A
permanent magnet can be brought towards it or an electromagnet can be switched on so
that the MR fluid becomes active and it resists any movement of the rail. The yield strength
of this material in active state is about 100 kPa which is very low for this application.
However, it has been suggested that it can be increased to almost 10 times by applying
compressive strength (~2 MPa) [12]. Furthermore, the principles will be demonstrated in
WP6. The biggest strength of this concept is that the locking does not rely on purely
mechanical assembly, and the rail can be locked wherever its suitable position lies within
the lock’s reach. Future research could be directed to enhance the MR fluid strength so
that it can be applicable to a railway environment.
Electromagnets
or
permanent magnets

Unlocked

Flexible bag containing
magneto-rheological fluid

Locked

Figure 80: Locking design using magnetorheological fluid

5.2.3

Electro-restrictive material

Electro-restrictive material changes its viscosity when subjected to electrical current.
When electrical current is passed through the material, its viscosity increases such that
the material behaves almost like a solid. This material is sometimes used in clutch
mechanisms to engage/disengage the clutch.
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5.3

Locking using magnets or electromagnets

5.3.1

Task

As part of the Horizon 2020 Shift2Rail project (WP5 – Innovative Locking System of the
Switch Rail), the principle of a new, technically innovative way of switch locking in the final
point positions was tested.
We propose solutions for two systems for holding the switch rail in position by means of
magnetic locking. The first system is passive (Figure 83), without active electrical elements
(these act only as a control). The second system is semi-active (Figure 82), with a
permanent power supply.
Magnetic retaining systems work by placing systems of magnetic elements made up of
permanent magnets that, at one of the positions, produce a strong attraction force for
ferromagnetic materials; in the second position, this force is minimal.
magnetic force
strong
ferromagnetic
body

S

weak

induction lines

N

S

N

S

ferromagnetic
body

N

S

magnetic yokes
Figure 81: Principle of magnetic clamping

Semi-active
system

magnetic

retaining

Direction of effect of magnetic forces

Figure 82:
Magnetic
lockingelectronic
principle –control
semi-active,
Control
of active
unit horizontal type
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A passive magnetic retaining system

The direction of the resulting magnetic forces

Figure 83: Magnetic locking principle – passive, vertical type

Based on these conceptual proposals for the innovation of the locking mechanism, the
methodology of the study was proposed:
1. From the model of a real switch system, the scale dimensions of the test unit of the
magnetic attachment device were determined.
2. For the proposed test unit, a parametric analysis was performed to determine the force
characteristics, depending on the air gap between the test unit body and the yoke provided
on the web or heel of the wide rail profile.
3. From the available components, a numerical model of the approximate dimensions of
one horizontal unit was created, and a numerical analysis was performed to evaluate the
maximum retaining force in the locked state.
4. Electric currents were evaluated, to switch the active lock of the magnetic lock system
from the locked/off state or vice versa. These electric currents serve as parametric-scale
guidance to evaluate the use of the proposed lock unit in a rail control and security system.
5.3.2

Geometry, S&C model

For the numerical analysis, a geometric model of an exemplary embodiment of the turnout
was constructed (see Figure 84). Two sleepers were selected from this model, which would
be considered in the test model for innovative locking methods (Figure 85). The detail of
sleeper A is shown in Figure 86.

Figure 84: Geometric model of the exchange part of the switch (switch)
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Figure 85: Geometric model of exchange – selected sleepers in the model

Figure 86: Geometric model of sliding chair – sleeper A

In the model shown in Figure 84, there are variants in cuts limiting the design of one
sleeper of the magnetic lock test unit; the cuts in the area of sleepers A and B are shown
in Figure 87 and Figure 88.
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Figure 87: Geometric model of exchange – cut in sleeper A
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Figure 88: Geometric model of exchange – cut in sleepers B

The proposed magnetic testing lock will be located in the area of the sliding chair (Figure
89).
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Figure 89: Geometric model of exchange – sliding chair

5.3.2.1

Mathematical model

From the specification, the numerical model for static/stationary magnetic field analysis is
apparent. From the reduced Maxwell equations, it is possible to capture and describe the
relationship of magnetic field quantities and apply

rot H = J ,

(1)

div B = 0 ,

(2)

where H is the magnetic field intensity vector, B is a vector of magnetic field induction,
and J is the current density vector.

rot E = 0 ,

(3)

div J = 0 ,

(4)

where E is the electric field intensity vector. Material relations are represented by the
equations

B = H 0 ,

(5)

J = E ,

(6)

where 𝜇0 is the permeability of vacuum, and γ is specific conductivity.
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Vector functions of electric and magnetic fields are expressed by scalar electric ∅𝑒 and
magnetic potential ∅𝑚

E = grad  e ,

(7)

H = grad  m .

(8)

The magnetic field that is expressed in Equations (1) and (5) by magnetic induction B is
determined by the Biot and Savart laws using the technique of different scalar magnetic
potentials (DSP).

T=

1 Jc R
dV

4  R 3

(9)

where R is the distance between the point at which the intensity of the magnetic field T is
sought and the point at which the source of the magnetic field is the current density J.
The intensity of the magnetic field H in the field can be expressed as
(10)

H = T  grad m

where T is the previous or estimated magnetic field strength. Marginal conditions are
written as

n  0  r T  grad m  = 0

on the border 𝛤𝐹𝑒−0 ,

(11)

where n is the normal vector, and 𝛤𝐹𝑒−0 is the interface between the fields Ω𝐹𝑒 and Ω. The
continuity of the tensile components is given by

n T  grad m  = 0 on the border 𝛤𝐹𝑒−0

(12)

By applying the relationship between (1), (2) and (5), the following relation is obtained:

div 0  r T - div 0  r grad m = 0

(13)

Discretization of equation (13) can be done by approximation of SMP:
N

 m    mk Wk x,y,z , x,y,z  

(14)

k 1

where 𝜑𝑚 is the node value of the SMP, W is the base function, and 𝑁∅ is the number of
nodes of the discretization network. By applying the approximation (14) in relation to (13)
and Galerkin’s method, a semi-specific solution is obtained:
N

    t j  gradWi   grad mj gradWi d  0 , i  1,.., N 
j 1

(15)



where tj is the node value of the known magnetic field strength in the discretization
network. The system of equations (15) can be briefly written using the relation

 kTij   kij   0 i, j  1,.., N .

(16)
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The coefficients, for the modified system of equations (16), are written in the form

kTijem     e t j  gradWi d i, j  1,.., N e ,

(17)

k ijem     e grad j gradWi d ,

(18)

e

e

where Ω𝑒 is the area of the selected type of discretization network element, 𝜇 𝑒 is the
permeability of the environment of the selected element, and Ne is the number of elements
of the discretization network. The system of equations will change to the relation

   

 kTijem  k ijem    0 e  1,.., N e .

(19)

The system of equations (19) can be solved using standard algorithms.
When using the DSP method, the process consists of two parts. In the first step, the
intensity distribution of the magnetic field T is expressed from sources – electric currents
or permanent magnets (8) and (9) while respecting the boundary conditions (11) and (12)
in the area Ω𝐹𝑒 . The second step in the procedure is to find a magnetic field strength
distribution solution H according to relationship (10) of the previous step.
This solution can be found in many support programs available such as ANSYS EMAG and
MAXWELL [13, 14].
5.3.2.2

Numerical model

According to the available documentation and description of the device proposed for the
magnetic lock test segment, the mathematical model described above was used, and a
geometric model was constructed. First numerical analyses and estimations of magnetic
field distribution forces were performed to parameterize the magnetic force, depending on
the air gap between the block of the magnetic lock test segment and the yoke (in our case
represented by test bodies) measuring 50 × 50 mm and 80 × 80 mm.
The marginal and initial conditions of the task described were applied in each part of the
model, and the corresponding material properties were entered. The individual parts of
the model were coloured according to the given material properties (Figure 90). The blue
colour corresponds to 11.373 steel (plain carbon structural steel) for which the magnetic
properties are described by the so-called B-H curve that was measured; the yellow colour
in the geometric model corresponds to stainless steel with a relative permeability 𝜇𝑟 = 1.
The red and green colours indicate permanent magnets with easily accessible
electromagnetic parameters, Br = 1.3 and Hc = 800 kA/m. The red magnets are oriented
in the positive direction of the z axis, and the green magnets are oriented in the opposite
direction of the z axis.
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Figure 90: View of the entire geometric model of the holding block and the inner part

Both types of test piece were placed on the device surface, at a distance of 0.2 mm. The
location of the test devices is shown in Figure 91. The test devices are numbered from the
upper left corner of the rows.
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Figure 91: Location of testing equipment: 50 × 50 mm (top) and 80 × 80 mm (bottom)

5.3.3

Results of numerical analysis, switch detail – vertical lock

The test segment was designed according to the available documentation so that its body
was part of the sliding surface under the switch tongue (Figure 92). According to this
proposal, dimensions of 130 × 140 mm were chosen, with a height of up to 15 mm. At
the bottom, there is a steel plate on which permanent magnets are placed. Above the
magnets there are lamellae; the wider lamellae are the poles of the holding system, and
the narrower ones serve for a smooth change of the force during shutdown (Figure 92 and
Figure 93). The segment acts as a vertical force (z axis). The acting force was analysed
and evaluated on a 100 × 100 × 10 mm test body (Figure 93 and Figure 94) for the
distance of the test body at a distance of 0–1 mm from the surface. Figure 93 shows a
magnetic lock segment; blue grey is steel, yellow is a non-magnetic material, and green
and red are permanent magnets. The structure of the permanent magnet distribution is
shown in Figure 94 and Figure 95. The basic principle of the magnetic lock function is that
in the on state the magnetic flux is closed over the ‘test body’ (the body of the rail), and
in the off state it is closed over the wider lamellae.
For the analysis, 11.373 structural steel was used. Segment design for several types and
sizes of permanent magnets was performed. For all, an attractive force was evaluated in
the expected direction and applied to the same test body (Figure 94). The air gap size
varied from 0 to 1 mm. Above 1 mm, the force is already very low.
The following is an evaluation of several selected analytical results.
The rated forces applied to the N38 magnet with dimensions 25 × 15 × 2 mm are shown
in Figure 96, and depended on the size of the air gap between the surface of the magnetic
lock body and the plane of the lower part of the tongue (of the test body).
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Figure 92: Storing the magnetic lock in the switch body

Figure 93: Concept of magnetic lock arrangement

Figure 94: Arrangement of permanent magnets in the magnetic lock structure
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Figure 95: Permanent magnet arrangement in on and off states

Figure 96: Dependence of force F on the distance of test body and lock body (air gap size) for an
N38 magnet with dimensions 25 × 15 × 2 mm
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Figure 97: Dependence of force F on the distance of test body and lock body (air gap size) for an
N38 magnet with dimensions 10 × 7 × 3 mm

Figure 98: Dependence of force F on the distance of the test body and lock body (air gap size) for
an N45 magnet with dimensions 10 × 10 × 2 mm
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Figure 99: Dependence of force F on the distance of test body and lock body (air gap size) for an
N38 magnet with dimensions 12 × 12 × 2.4 mm

5.3.4

Evaluation of selected results of the analysis – vertical lock

For effective magnetic lock design, the maximum power achieved for the proposed
dimension is for permanent magnets of 12 × 12 × 2.4 mm for which the force of F = 1300
N was based at a distance of 0.5 mm. The results of the comparative analyses are
summarised in Table 26.
Table 26: Results of the comparative analysis of the magnetic lock reference sample

F (N)

5.3.5

size Distance tested (mm)
0.5
1

PM TYPE

PM
(mm)

N38

10 × 7 × 3

N45

10 × 10 × 2 450

170

N38

25 × 15 × 2 880

400

N38

12 × 12 × 2.4 1300

570

210

70

Results of numerical analysis, switch detail – horizontal lock

Another conception of the lock structure design, Figure 100, combines the functions of
horizontal and vertical locks that again include two steel jaws and two permanent magnet
(PM) rows. Total lock width is 200 mm, with 10 N35 PMs of 42 × 20 × 10 mm in each line.
The magnetic force acting on the switching tongue was evaluated both horizontally and
vertically; the appropriate distance from the tongue to the lock was between 0 and 3 mm,
with 1 mm increments in the first, and 0.2 mm in the other direction.
When the lock is locked, both PM lines have the same orientation, and the magnetic flux
passes through the steel jaws, the rails and the tongue of the switch.
Detachment lock status details have not yet been fully resolved; for an open tongue lock,
it has horizontal and vertical forces of about 0 N and 1 kN.
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Figure 100: Arrangement of a horizontal example of a magnetic lock – combined concept
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F tongue [kN]

F tongue [kN]
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tongue
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F tongue [kN]
F tongue [kN]
F tongue [kN]
F tongue [kN]

Figure 101: Dependence of the horizontal and vertical forces F on the air spaces in the combined
lock
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5.3.6

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) analysis, evaluation of the state of
the switch locks

From the analysis of the horizontal, vertical and combined concepts of the magnetic lock
of the switch, the conditions in which undesirable unlocking of the magnetic lock could be
derived. The analysis in Figure 102 shows that the magnetic field maxima – magnetic
induction Bmax [T] – is in the range of 0.96-2.0 [T]. When designing a real block of any of
the magnetic lock concepts, the interval will be the same.

Figure 102: Distribution of the magnetic induction B on the bottom plate of the holding
magnetic system

For EMC and its verification, it is necessary to determine if any of the devices that can run
on rails, and rail vehicles in the vicinity of the rails and switches are able to create a
magnetic field for the time 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 500 − 1000 𝑚𝑠 such that, by its value, it creates conditions
exceeding the critical magnetic field boundary characterised by magnetic induction 𝐵𝑏𝑟 .
The limit values of the magnetic induction 𝐵𝑏𝑟 are determined from the configuration given
in Figure 102, so that the maximum component 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥 value is set at the surface of the
magnetic circuit rail, yoke and steel lock block. In the case of the track construction (Figure
87 and Figure 88), it means that at a distance of x = 100 mm, a source of magnetic field
with external induction 𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑡 = (1/𝑥 2 )𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥 has to be found for the necessary time 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 . For
this case, a source with a magnetic induction value 𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 96 − 200 𝑇 would have to be used.
This value, Bout , j, is able to break the magnetic field and change the conditions in the
magnetic lock and cause its short-term force reduction to a value less than that required
for its hold force to change its properties.
For real devices subject to EN and other standards [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22], in
particular EMC, it is unlikely that such a device would run on the tracks.
5.3.7

Conclusion

In the course of the solution, both the method of breaking the load from the magnetic
lock, and the initial and marginal conditions of the task were considered. The concepts and
construction of the horizontal, vertical and combined lock were examined. Consideration
has been given to EMC and unwanted opening of the magnetic lock.
Numerical analyses have resulted in the solution and results for the total holding force in
the scale; for a detailed follow-up solution, it is then necessary to modify the models and
perform analyses. For the production, it is necessary to realize the chosen conceptual row
of the lock.
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The results of the analyses show that the passive (even semi-active) concept of the
magnetic lock of the switch body is technically feasible. A 100 × 100 mm segment analysis
was performed at a distance of 0.5 and 1 mm from the surface, and forces 1300 N and
570 N respectively were calculated in the horizontal design. When applying 8–10 segments
to the switch body, a holding force of 4.8–10 kN can be achieved.
An analysis of the concept of the vertical system has been carried out, and comparable
forces achieved. With this approach, the design of the system has to be solved with respect
to the requirements of the details of the switch body.
EMC analysis has been performed and has shown that the proposed magnetic locking
concept of the switching body does not significantly affect the electromagnetic
environment of the rail body.
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6

System integration

Individual technologies are based on innovation development maps which have been
created for WP5. These maps contain technologies which have been further developed in
different ways in the previous sections, and their respective development stages of TRL.
Specific technologies are usually solved from a higher stage of TRL, which allows better
availability in terms of manufacture and materials, as well as in terms of the demonstration
of outputs, up to a long-range solution with a very low TRL (conceptual design).
The technologies were examined by work packages. First, the suitability of individual
technologies for selected switch concepts was identified. This included a total of five
revolutionary concepts (B2B switch, SS switch, pivoting switch, sinking switch and VBS)
and also the conceptual standard switch, which is commonly used all over the world.
Furthermore, the technologies were examined in relation to the rate of dependence on the
other technologies being solved. This information is important for those who develop that
technology to know which technology can be dependent on their solution. It is natural
that, within a switch, consequently almost all is dependent on all, if we go into detail.
However, the objective was to evaluate in particular the very strong dependences which
are formed in the very early stages of development. From this point of view, the
technologies were evaluated within the work packages themselves, and also in relation to
the other parallel work packages. The technologies were arranged in a clear table.
6.1

Concepts developed in WP5

6.1.1

Novel track switch kinematic concept

A novel switch concept, the B2B switch, was inspired by the REPOINT track switch which
comprises a bank of in-bearer-type electromechanical actuators and a passive locking
system using an adjustment joint and integrates with multiple channels for actuation,
locking and detection to provide a high degree of fault tolerance. However, instead of only
actuating one end to match the diverging and straight line, the present design actuates
two ends of rails in order to provide a smoother wheel/rail interface.
This reduces wheel/rail impact forces, provides more uniform support and bending
stiffness, simplifies the manufacture and assembly procedures, and provide constant
equivalent conicity while running through the turnouts.
6.1.2

Actuation concepts

6.1.2.1

Novel actuation mechanisms

New track switching concepts will require the creation of new mechanisms to achieve the
switching. These mechanisms are considered to work with conventional actuators such as
electromechanical and electrohydraulic actuators.
This element will contribute towards developing a radically new switch concept. This new
concept will increase the reliability of S&Cs which in turn feeds into increasing capacity.
6.1.2.2

Piezoelectric actuator (scaling up of high-redundancy actuator)

Piezoelectric-based actuators such as squiggle motors can be bought off the shelf and used
to create an HRA where these actuating elements can be arranged in series and in parallel.
Since the number of elements is in the order of magnitude of 1000, the failure of an
actuator due to failing elements is gradual rather than sudden.
Using an HRA will improve reliability and availability since it is made up of multiple
actuators.
6.1.2.3

Electroactive polymer-based actuators

HRAs can be manufactured by using electroactive polymer. This polymer basically has two
electrodes placed on either side of a very thin polymer sheet. When high electric potential
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is supplied, the polymer deforms due to attraction of the electrodes. This property can be
manipulated by appropriate design of the sheet such that it can deform in a particular
direction. The concept is to arrange a sufficiently high number these sheets in parallel such
that it can deliver the required force and displacement.
The failure of one of these actuators will not render the actuator unusable because they
are present in a high number of multiples. So, the reliability of actuator will increase.
6.1.2.4

High-redundancy actuator

This concept uses actuation elements in the order of magnitude of over 100, and so the
failure of these elements will simply render the overall actuator with a reduced capability
of delivering force and displacements.
6.1.2.5

Multiple actuation

This technology relates to having multiple actuators built in to the bearer so that the track
switch can benefit from redundancy. This would be developed in a simulated environment.
6.1.3

Locking mechanisms

6.1.3.1

Mechanical locking

Mechanical locks have been conceptualised for the next generation of switch concept.
These mechanisms essentially use linkages and springs. They are connected to the switch
actuator so that the locking and unlocking is done via a switch actuator.
Locking mechanisms have been conceptualised for the next generation of switch concept
but not taken further.
6.1.3.2

Novel locking mechanism using magnets

PMs are arranged in an array on a plate on which the switch rail is moved. To unlock, the
array is manipulated such that the magnetic field from these magnets is effectively
nullified, releasing the switch rail. To lock, the array is arranged in such a way that the
effective magnetic field produces an effective attractive force to attract the switch blade,
locking it in its place.
Essentially, this technology uses the attractive force given by the magnet to lock the switch
rail made of steel. This technique is currently being used in most mechanical workshops
to hold work pieces made of ferromagnetic material such as iron and its alloys.
A feasibility study and design has been developed for the conventional track switch. This
type of locking can be more effective than a mechanical lock in terms of its self-adjustable
capability. Since the magnets are arranged in an array in a planar surface, the switch can
be locked at any desired position on that surface. So, when the longitudinal position of the
switch changes due to thermal dilation, the switch can still be locked against the stock rail
without the need for locking adjustment.
6.1.3.3

Lock using magneto-rheological fluid

MR fluid is essentially micrometre-scale magnetic particles suspended in a carrier oil.
These, when subjected to a magnetic field, align themselves to the magnetic field which
then results in a highly viscous fluid. The concept is to build a flexible bag containing the
fluid which can receive the switch rail. The bag deforms due to the low viscosity of the
fluid and forms the shape of the receiving component. When the magnetic field is
presented, the fluid becomes highly viscous and behaves like a solid material, meaning
the switch is locked. To unlock, the magnetic field is removed, and the switch rail is now
released. The magnetic field can be provided by either appropriate PMs or electromagnets.
The concept can provide self-adjustment capability since the switch rail can be placed
anywhere within the bag. Also, changes in the switch rail do not require adjustments to
the locking. So, the controller can place the switch rail in its appropriate place using
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displacement information from the sensor, and locking will be effective without any need
for adjustment.
6.1.3.4

Lock using dilatant material

Dilatant material is a fluid whose viscosity increases with increasing shear rate. So, when
a force is applied to it at a relatively slower rate, the material deforms like a highly viscous
fluid. If force is applied at very high rate, the fluid behaves like a solid.
The concept is to make a locking mechanism that uses this material in a flexible bag and
putting it in place of the lock. When the switch comes into its position while moving slowly,
the bag should deform around the shape of the receiving component. So, when it is
subjected to high impact loads, the lock behaves like a solid material.
Another option is to include this material in the locking rod for adjustment such that
automatic adjustment can be made by the actuator by moving it slowly. However, locking
can be performed by fast action, and the material in line with the rod should behave like
a solid link in the rod.
This locking mechanism would provide self-adjusting capability.
6.1.3.5

Lock using electro-restrictive fluid

This is essentially an electrorheological fluid which, when subjected to an electric field,
changes its viscosity, much like MR fluid. So, the idea is to use this property to lock and
unlock the links in the lock using an electric field.
The lock created using this technology would allow self-adjustment of locks via automated
algorithms to increase/decrease the length of the locking rod.
6.1.4

Analytical redundancy

The technology addressed within the simulation environment is necessitated by the need
for a fault-tolerant mechanism to improve the reliability of the overall S&C.
This technology is addressed by developing observer-based methods in a simulation
environment. The observers which make use of the switch model duplicate the
functionality of sensors, hence the faulty sensors could be made redundant by their
mathematical equivalent.
6.1.5

Hardware redundancy

This is one technique to achieve redundancy in safety-critical systems where critical
hardware is duplicated/triplicated and they work in parallel. The system operates in the
event of failure of an acceptable number of redundant components.
6.1.6

Self-inspection

This technology comprises algorithms developed for self-inspection using sensors
embedded in the S&C such as electric current and displacement sensors and strain gauges.
This allows health monitoring of the S&C.
6.1.7

Self-adjustment

This technology looks at the development of a feedback control system such that
disturbance can be rejected, and the position of the switch can be maintained at a
demanded position, regardless of continuing wear within an acceptable standard.
The techniques used for position control of the switch can be used for self-adjustment as
the control algorithm provides the effort needed to minimize the gap between the current
position of the switch and reference position.
6.2

Technologies arising out of WP5

This chapter considers the suitability of individual technologies developed in WP5 for
next-generation S&C concepts. Table 27 shows which technologies are appropriate,
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inappropriate and are generally applicable without reference to the next generation of
new S&C concepts. In it, abbreviations are used as follows:
 S - Suitable (appropriate, inevitable in the future);
 N - Neutral (generally applicable, technology is not necessary, there are other
alternatives, often more appropriate);
 I - Inappropriate (technically and functionally inappropriate for the concept).
The function of switches is usually dependent on a certain shift and locking of an element.
This shift must be created with a drive and, through a kinematic system, transferred to
the moving element of the switch. Then, in the final correct position, the switched element
must be locked to ensure safety during the passage of a vehicle. All moving parts in the
switch are demanding for maintenance, and reliability and safety are crucial. The
technologies in WP5 can be divided into several groups, specifically: design of the motion
creation principle (electric motors are used most often in standard switches), kinematic
system design, i.e. conversion of rotary motion to sliding motion (today most often with a
mechanical kinematic system or hydraulically) and locking of the switched element in the
limit position (today most often mechanically with a jaw or dovetail). The technologies of
WP5 were focused on new methods of solving these three areas in the future.
Supplementary, but not negligible, areas of solution are self-adjustment and selfinspection which are based, as well as on the technologies of WP3, on the need to make
the switch as autonomous as possible.
New concepts of switches will require, quite surely, the design of new actuators, because
each concept has a different principle of switching. Therefore, different actuators and locks
may be suitable for different concepts. Generally, it can be said that new concepts of
switches will need a quite new design of the actuator, lock and kinematic system. Only the
standard switch will not need a new solution design, since the existing systems function
sufficiently and fulfil their function well. Some of the technologies can of course also be
used for the standard switch concept. As well as for some concepts of the next switch
generation, it will be possible to use advantageously principles based on the switching
systems and locks of standard switches. In some cases, it will be suitable to use quite
new, revolutionary principles of switching. These include, for example, the magnetic
method of switching and locking which can be applied, for example, in the B2B switch
concept. With increasing demand for the reliability of switching systems, the principles of
redundant or multiple actuators can be used. A prospectively interesting solution could
also be a piezoelectric actuator, which is expensive at the present time, but greater
availability can be expected in this area in the future. The advantage of using redundant
piezoelectric actuators could also be due to the fact that this technology only includes
electrical devices which directly create motion, and no other elements are used to convert
rotary motion to sliding motion. So, this system does not contain too many elements that
could fail. Also, scaling up of high-redundancy piezoelectric actuators is advantageous
because, in the case of one partial piezoelectric actuator, it is assumed that the other
piezoelectric actuators will be able, to certain extant, to replace the failed piezoelectric
actuator.
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Back To Back Bistable Switch

Single Slender Switch

Pivoting Switch

Sinking Switch

Vehicle Based Switch

Conventional Switch

Table 27: Technologies arising from WP5

Novel actuation mechanisms

S

S

S

S

I

N

Novel locking mechanisms

S

S

S

S

I

N

Analytical redundancy

S

S

S

S

I

S

Hardware Redundancy

S

S

S

S

I

S

Novel track switch kinematic concept

S

S

S

S

I

I

Multiple Actuation

S

S

S

S

I

S

Lock using MR fluid

S

S

S

S

I

N

Lock using dilatant materials

S

S

S

S

I

S

Self-inspection

S

S

S

S

S

S

Self-adjustment

S

S

S

S

S

S

Piezoelectric actuator (scaling up of high
redundancy actuator)

S

S

S

S

S

S

Electro-active polymer based actuators

S

S

S

S

S

S

Lock using electro-restrictive fluid

S

S

S

S

I

S

High Redundancy Actuator

S

S

S

S

I

S

Technology\

Switch concepts

WP5
Next generation kinematic system

Each new method of switching elements in the switch will require adaptation of the lock
system or the development of a quite new system. Also, in some concepts, it is possible
to consider, at the initial stage, applying the existing lock systems which are known from
the present standard switches. However, new technologies can also come into
consideration. For example, the lock system using MR fluid can be applied well in some of
the hydraulic systems. Locking could then be performed by creating a magnetic field with
an electromagnet at the moment of the required lock, which causes stiffening and making
fluid motion impossible. The disadvantage of this system is only a certain hazard, because
in the case of a power failure, unlocking would happen, which is quite undesirable. A lock
system using dilatant materials, which are plastic at static slow load and, at the moment
of action of a dynamic short-time force, are quite hard, would also be worth considering
for concepts such as the sinking switch or B2B switch. The disadvantage at present appears
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to be the price of this material, and also worse debugging of the lock system to ensure its
function in the required manner.
The redundancy principle is generally suitable everywhere we need to increase the
reliability of the system as a whole. This could be either by using hardware redundancy,
when the same element is multiplied more times and in the case of a failure of one element
the failed element can be substituted by other functional elements, or even analytical
redundancy, the measurement of different parameters with which to analyse the same
action. It means that by a failure of a sensor we are still able to get information on whether
the switch was switched off and locked correctly. Redundancy, which increases system
reliability, is thus most suitable at all places where a reduction in the movement of people
is required as much as possible for the purpose of maintenance and repairs. For this
reason, it is also very desirable to use self-inspection and self-adjustment. These systems
can then define, based on self-diagnostics, self-adjustment of the system, and a correction
can be made so that the system can always function without human intervention.

Dependency of technologies within this work package

6.3

This section describes which technologies in the work packages are considered dependent
on one another and which are not. Table 28 below is decisive also for further development,
since it shows the designers of specific technology other technologies in their field on which
they should focus and with which they should cooperate.
When filling in the table, we successively asked ourselves the following questions:


When using a particular technology in the column, will it be necessary to cooperate
with the technology in the row? (answer yes, D – Dependent, no – go to the next
question)



Will a problem arise subsequently, at more detailed processing, if the technologies
are not developed together? (answer yes, D – Dependent, no – go to the next
question)



Would it be possible to consider cooperation with this technology (we can and do
not have to); is there a perspective of interconnection in the future? (answer yes,
N – Neutral, if not, go to the next question)



Can the development run quite independently, i.e. in parallel, and will the
technologies then also be applicable mutually in this case? (answer yes, I –
Independent)

Technologies concerning both the kinematic system for new revolutionary switch concepts
that have resulted from the solutions in the previous phases of the project, and also
switching systems and locking, monitoring and detection systems are solved within WP5.
The technologies in this work package are therefore closely connected because they very
often complement each other, and issues of solving them are similar.
The novel actuation mechanism will definitely be connected with all technologies in this
work package. The new method of switching that will be designed for new next-generation
switches will have to be connected with a new locking system, and self-inspection and
self-adjustment will have to be solved in a suitable way. Now, it cannot be said which of
the new locking methods and new switching systems will be best for the applications given.
It can also be said that any particular partial method of switching can be implemented in
this technology, and thus there can always be a certain dependence. Locking systems,
especially, seem to be less dependent because they are a parallel area for solving, but
also here we can find certain dependences from various points of view in spite of the fact
that they were designated as independent in this phase of development.
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Lock using electro-restrictive fluid

Electro-active polymer based
actuators

Piezoelectric actuator (scaling up of
high redundancy actuator)

Self-adjustment

Self-inspection

Lock using dilatant materials

Lock using MR fluid

Multiple Actuation

Novel track switch kinematic
concept

Hardware Redundancy

Analytical redundancy

Novel locking mechanisms

Novel actuation mechanisms

WP5 technology
WP5 technology\

WP5
Next generation kinematic
systém

Table 28: Dependencies of WP5 technologies among each other

WP5
Next generation kinematic systém
Novel locking mechanisms

N

Analytical redundancy

N

N

Hardware Redundancy

N

N

N

Novel track switch kinematic concept

N

N

N

N

Multiple Actuation

N

N

N

N

D

Lock using MR fluid

I

D

N

N

I

I

I

D

N

N

I

I

I

Self-inspection

D

D

N

N

N

I

D

D

Self-adjustment

D

D

N

N

N

I

D

D

D

Piezoelectric actuator (scaling up of high redundancy
actuator)

D

N

N

N

D

I

I

I

N

N

Electro-active polymer based actuators

D

N

N

N

D

I

I

I

N

N

I

D

N

N

D

I

D

D

N

N

I

I

D

N

N

N

D

I

I

I

N

N

N

I

Lock using dilatant materials

Lock using electro-restrictive fluid
High Redundancy Actuator

I

I

In the case of the following technology, the novel locking mechanism, this will also be very
similar to the previous technology; the following technology will be connected with new
methods of switching based on the next-generation switch designs. It can now be stated
that this will be analogically connected with more technologies in the area of locking
(locking using MR fluid; locking using dilatant materials); nevertheless, dependences or
similar connections with self-inspection and self-adjustment systems and also switching
systems cannot be excluded again.
The analytical redundancy and hardware redundancy technologies are engaged in
improving reliability in such a way that there are more redundant elements in the system
that are not primarily necessary but that are able to substitute the non-functional element
to improve reliability in the case of a failure of one of them. If, for example in the case of
switching sensors, we measure more quantities at the same time, as well as those that
are not primarily necessary for the function, such as the current for switching and the
switching force, and also the limit switch intended primarily for detection of whether the
switching limit position is available, in the case of a failure of the limit switch we can use
the characteristic courses of the related quantities measured to assess that switching was
correct in spite of this fact. In this case, we talk about analytic redundancy. If we insert
more sensors into a system that measures the same quantity and at the same time only
one would be primarily required, this is hardware redundancy. Therefore, in this respect,
redundancies are dependent on technologies where some sensors or principles for which
redundancy can be used are present. Therefore, redundancies can apparently be applied
to all technologies solved in WP5 in this phase of development.
For the novel track switch kinematic system technology, connection with many
technologies from WP5 can also be expected, like in the case of novel actuation and novel
locking. When solving the new kinematic system, both the related actuators and the locks
will have to be solved. Considering the low development phase of the kinematic system,
it is too early to determine in a well-founded way which technologies will be those most
dependent at this moment.
Multiple actuation is technology that solves a system of switching boxes within one switch
that cooperate when switching the switch. This is technology suitable for long switch parts
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to be switched. Concerning conventional switches, we can consider high-speed switches
with extremely long tongues, for example, and from the viewpoint of next-generation
switch concepts, it would be suitable to apply this technology to the concept of the SS
switch, for example, which has one extremely long switching part. Considering that this
will only be the multiplication of actuators and locks being developed, and direct
connection is only small at this moment, it will be especially necessary to solve the
interaction of individual partial systems of the whole multiple actuation.
Technologies concerning novel methods of locking such as using MR fluid, dilatant
materials and electro-restrictive fluid will benefit through sharing knowledge gained in
developing one system with the other novel systems. It is also necessary to focus partially
on activities in self-inspection and self-adjustment systems because self-inspection system
and settings, if needs be, are expected for new locking systems, for example under various
weather conditions when the lock parts are worn, and the like.
Highly revolutionary switching technologies such as the piezoelectric actuator,
electroactive-based actuators and HRA will be dependent both on the switching systems
and on the kinematic system design, and also on future self-inspection and selfadjustment systems. It is also possible to consider various combinations of these
technologies of revolutionary switching methods.
6.4

Dependence of WP3 on WP5 Technologies

Novel locking mechanisms

Analytical redundancy

Hardware Redundancy

Novel track switch kinematic
concept

Multiple Actuation

Lock using MR fluid

Lock using dilatant materials

Self-inspection

Self-adjustment

Piezoelectric actuator (scaling up of
high redundancy actuator)

Electro-active polymer based
actuators

Lock using electro-restrictive fluid

High Redundancy Actuator

Condition monitoring of points movement

N

N

N

I

N

I

I

I

D

D

I

I

I

I

Acoustic monitoring of points movement

WP5 technology
WP3 technology\

WP5
Next generation kinematic
system

Novel actuation mechanisms

Table 29: Dependence of WP3 on WP5 technologies

WP3
Next generation control, monitoring and sensor
system

N

N

N

I

N

I

I

I

D

D

I

I

I

I

Condition monitoring of switch and crossing

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

2D laser scans with inertial positioning compensation

I

I

N

N

I

I

I

I

N

N

I

I

I

I

Feedback controller with fault tolerant scheme
Acoustic monitoring for inspection and predictive maintenance
Condition monitoring of switch and crossing with embed
accelerometers

I

I

D

D

I

I

I

I

N

N

D

I

I

D

N

N

N

I

N

I

I

I

D

D

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

N

N

I

I

I

I

I

I

N

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Auto-recalibration of self-adjustment after maintenance

N

N

N

N

I

I

N

N

D

D

N

N

N

N

Condition monitoring of switch and crossing with embed
accelerometers and other embed sensors

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

N

N

I

I

I

I

Autonomous control of drones and robots for inspection of S&C

I

I

N

I

I

I

I

I

N

N

I

I

I

I

Drone mounted laser measurements

Unlike the lesser dependence of the technologies of Work Package WP3 on the technologies
of Work Package WP4 described in the previous chapter, Work Package WP3 is dependent
on Work Package WP5 to a large extent. This is connected with the fact that the switching
systems require, mainly from the view of safety, a large extent of monitoring and control
by those installed sensors. Almost all technologies show a certain dependence. Table 29
above shows as dependent those technologies which should, in the best case, be
developed from the beginning together, or to a large extent developed in the direction of
the related technology. Technologies for which application at later development stages
without significant problems comes into consideration are marked as independent.
The first technology evaluated is Condition monitoring of points movement. This will
depend quite certainly on the technologies that deal with innovations in the actuator
system and in the kinematic system. Direct connection and suitable interconnection can
be found for the self-inspection and self-adjustment technologies, since the measured
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quantities can be interconnected with the software evaluation required for self-inspection
and related self-adjustment of the switching system and/or the entire switch. Also, the
measured data can be combined with analytic redundancy or directly connected to it. A
new actuator developed on a new principle, which requires measurement of certain
quantities (e.g. hydraulics – pressure), also requires adaptation of analytical redundancy
to it, which works on the principle of measuring various quantities which confirm or refute
the correct function of the switch. Unlike analytical redundancy, hardware redundancy can
then be independent of this technology, since basically it is an increase of the number of
redundant transducers and sensors. The technologies that deal mainly with locking are
slightly interconnected too. At this point, these relations do not seem so significant to
warrant disabling separate development and the subsequent possible implementation of
one system into another.
The Acoustic monitoring of points movement technology is, basically, a subsection of the
solution of the previous technology, or it could be even a part thereof. So, dependences
are evaluated very similarly. Monitoring of the condition of entire switches in relation to
wear and geometry and in relation to adjustment of locks and actuator systems could be
dependent, also to a smaller extent, on all the technologies of WP5. Specific dependence
will be based on the direction the development of that technology will take. As regards
acoustic quantities, disproportions in both the system of actuators and the system of locks
can be monitored.
Evaluation of the condition of the switch using dynamic quantities can be perceived, at the
first stage, as quite independent. At this development stage, sensors will be neither
embedded nor stuck onto suitable places of the switch structure. As it concerns primarily
monitoring of the condition of the switch from a global point of view (defects on the running
surfaces of rails, wear, poor subgrade, etc.), this technology is not related to actuators
and locks at all since, on principle, vibrations are measured from the passage of trains.
The dynamic action of the actuator system is nowhere near the size of the dynamic effects
of the passage of trains. From this assumption, it would be necessary to install very
sensitive sensors which, conversely, would not suitably record the dynamic effects of the
passage of train sets. From this point of view, sensors designed for the dynamic effects of
the passage of trains cannot be used.
Also more or less independent will be the low level of development of the 2D laser
scanning. At this point, it involves scanning a certain part which is subsequently analysed
by software. Then, there could be certain slight dependence on hardware and analytical
redundancy; we would consider that in the next development step, the 2D laser scanner
would be located permanently in the switch area and it could then provide, through the
2D scan shape, redundant supplementary information on correct switching or locking. This
system could also help with the self-adjustment technology, since by scanning the rail
shape, information can be given as to whether the regulation and adjustment of the switch
was successful.
The Feedback controller with fault-tolerant scheme technology is not, during development,
directly dependent on the new actuator system, nor on the new lock system. It is assumed
that this technology should be applicable without significant problems into all concepts,
including existing switches equipped with today’s locks and actuator systems. Dependence
can be observed on the technologies dealing with redundancy. Particularly in analytical
redundancy, interconnection could be present owing to the measurement of quantities in
switching. The Multiple actuator will not be dependent, since in this case it concerns
connection of multiple actuators into one system, where initially it is not expected that
one of them will be redundant. The piezoelectric actuator will be dependent on the
Feedback controller, since in cases when the limit position switch stops being functional in
switching, it can be deduced according to the measured electric current curve in switching
whether switching happened or not.
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Acoustics with predictive maintenance also shows some dependences. In principle, this
will be very similar to those at the previous lower development stage.
Measuring with built-in accelerometers for evaluation of the condition of the switch will
again be very similar to the previous case. If accelerometers have been built in during
production, dependence on the self-inspection and self-adjustment technology can be
identified; it is probably necessary to think about where accelerometers will be installed in
the switch and whether they could measure not only vibrations at the passage of trains,
but also vibrations in switching.
When we get to the installation of devices on drones, such technology appears quite
independent of the technologies considered in WP5, which are installed permanently on
the switch. It is assumed that after an entered signal, whether from an autonomous
system or a human, the drone arrives over the switch, performs an inspection or
maintenance operation and flies away. At this low development stage, when the
installation of a scanner is expected in the first place, there will be no direct dependence
on any technology of WP5. Unlike the 2D laser scanner, which can be installed in some
places of the switch for permanent measurement at regular intervals and so can check,
for example, the correctness of switching, this cannot be applied in the case of drones.
The Auto-recalibration of self-adjustment after maintenance technology will be dependent
on almost all the technologies of WP5. In the new principle of lock, as well as other new
principles of lock (MR fluid, dilatant materials), it will be possible to monitor the condition
of the lock and/or perform adjustment, so there is some dependence here. Both analytical
and hardware redundancy is slightly related since the principles can, but do not have to
be, interconnected. The Novel track mechanism and Multiple actuator technologies relate
to this technology least. Self-inspection and self-adjustment relate very much. These
technologies, which show to a large extent an autonomous system, should quite certainly
be developed together. After any completed maintenance, self-calibration and selfadjustment should ideally be performed in the switch in the same way as the toner is
replaced in a printer. Generally, it is necessary to monitor everything where there are
moving parts and to adjust them after maintenance.
The highest stages of the Condition monitoring and Autonomous control of drones
concept will be dependent in a very similar way to the previous respective technologies.
With regard to the fact that at this point it is the most futuristic variant, it is not possible
to predict further significant interconnections which will certainly arise over time with the
progress of development.
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6.5

Dependence of WP4 on WP5 technologies

Neo Ballast (a)

High Damping Concrete Bearers and
Slabs (b)

Tunable Stiffness Fasteners (c)

Flashbutt welding of contact layer
(d)

Self Monitoring Bearers (b)

Functional graded steel crossing (d)

3D Printed Composite Sleeper (a)

Self Healing Composite (a)

Self Healing Concrete (b)

Cold Spray - additive manaufacturing
(d)

Novel actuation mechanisms

I

I

I

N

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Novel locking mechanisms

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Analytical redundancy

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Hardware Redundancy

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Novel track switch kinematic concept

I

I

I

N

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Multiple Actuation

I

I

I

N

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Lock using MR fluid

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Lock using dilatant materials

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Self-inspection

I

I

I

I

I

D

I

I

I

I

I

Self-adjustment

I

I

I

I

I

D

I

I

I

I

I

Piezoelectric actuator (scaling up of high redundancy
actuator)

I

I

I

N

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Electro-active polymer based actuators

I

I

I

N

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Lock using electro-restrictive fluid

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

High Redundancy Actuator

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

WP4 technology
WP5 technology\

WP4
Next generation design, material
and components

FFU Composite Bearers (a)

Table 30 Dependence of WP5 on WP4 technologies

WP5
Next generation kinematic system

If we monitor the dependences of WP4 (materials and components) technologies on WP5
(a kinematic system, actuation and locking), we find out that only a few of them will be
strongly dependent in these early phases of the development of individual technologies,
which is very similar to the situation when assessing WP3 and WP4. This is given by the
fact that WP4 solves especially the track part, focusing on material and components, and
this is usually connected more with switching systems and less with closing systems
because the switching box is usually a device that is inserted into a switch that has
already been finished and designed, or the switch to be used is usually slightly adapted
to the switching boxes and locking devices (the locations of the holes for fastening
various switching box elements, locks, and the like). This dependence shows all the
more in this period of solving, when the final form of the kinematic system is not known
yet and there are more possible solutions, and only further development will show for
most technologies which combinations are the most suitable.
Basically, all WP4 technologies are now independent of the WP5 technologies. The first
possible dependence can be found in the case of the adjustable fastening system (the
next generation of the fastening system) because it is possible to upgrade this fastening
system to such a state that it jointly influences locking and switching, and it is also
possible to take account of the necessity to modify it appropriately if a totally different
kinematic system than the existing switch is used. It is also expected that the fastening
system will contain a rigidity and height control piezo stack and thus certain connection
and possible connections appear in the case of piezoelectric actuator technology. In fact,
a combination with the switching principle using electro-active polymers would also be
worth checking to ensure movement in the fastening system.
Similar dependences can be found in the case of the self-monitoring bearer technology.
If it is assumed that a problem indication device and an energy harvesting device (such
as new generations of piezo stacks) are in a sleeper (similarly to the fastening system
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concept), it is possible to consider possible connection with the self-inspection and selfadjustment technologies as very suitable.
It is natural that if we talk about common dependences such as a modification to the
shape of a sleeper or a rail for the installation of locking and switching systems, we can
say that moderate dependencies can also be found here. However, we assume that due
to the low level of development, it will be necessary to identify these dependences much
later.

6.6

Demonstrators

In WP5, technologies are focused on switching, locking and new kinematic systems, and
concepts of next-generation switches that are further developed are also being developed.
The technologies in this work package are generally the most revolutionary ones, at low
TRL levels and often more abstract at present. Also, the demonstrators being designed
will correspond to this; see Table 31.
Table 31: List of WP5 demonstrators
No

Demonstrator
15 Vehicle based switch (physical model, 1:22.5)
16 Back to back bistable switch (simulation)
17 Back to back bistable switch (physical model, 1:22.5)
18 Back to back bistable switch (train-track video)
19 Single slender switch (physical model, 1:22.5)
20 High redundancy actuator
21 Maglev actuator
22 Locking based on dilatant materials
23 Locking based on MR fluid
24 Hardware-in-the-loop simulation

Workpackage
WP5
WP5
WP5
WP5
WP5
WP5
WP5
WP5
WP5
WP5

Leader
DT
UoB
UoB
UoB
DT
UoB
UoB
UoB
UoB
UoB

Participants
DT, UoB, BUT
UoB
UoB, DT
UoB
DT, BUT
UoB
UoB
UoB
UoB
UoB

The first group of demonstrators will be software simulations. Videos and pictures will be
created from these simulations that can be further presented. The simulation of a switch
of the B2B switch concept in preparation, for example, can be included in this group.
Software simulations enable acquisition of a basic idea of the behaviour of a switch when
various types of vehicles are passing, for example, and an idea of deformation and internal
forces in the structure in the course of loading, in the course of switching, and the like.
Another group of demonstrators will be the creation of 3D models and the subsequent 3D
printing of simplified concepts of next-generation switches. At present, DT is preparing a
3D model of a switch of the AA switch and VBS concepts. Also, a model of the B2B switch
concept will be prepared. 3D models will be, above all, created with a scale of a model
railway, and passage of a model vehicle could be tested if interest is shown. Therefore, a
scale of 1 : 32 with a track gauge of 45 mm, or 1 : 22.5 with a track gauge of 64 mm can
be taken into consideration.
The last group of demonstrators is the next generation of actuators and lockings. This
group will test the possible functionality of solutions designed. In the area of actuators,
demonstrators of the HRA and maglev actuator can be created. From the viewpoint of
locking, the locking technology based on dilatant materials and the locking technology
based on MR fluid can be taken into consideration.
It should be noted that these demonstrations will link in with the demonstrations of the
WP3 and WP4 outcomes, and that the overall list of demonstrators may be quite long.
Hence, work is currently ongoing to prioritize these so that the most promising are
developed and demonstrated during the remaining time-frame of the S-CODE project.
6.6.1

Integrated Demonstrators

In addition to the WP specific demonstrators, one demonstrator integrating into itself
multiple innovative technologies of the next generation of switches has been identified.
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This is the section of a switch blade part made of real materials with a scale of 1:1 that
will contain a part of the tongue and of the stock rail and also an innovative fastening
system based on WP4. This fastening system will have sensors with the designed
evaluation software from WP3 in the cartridge and will lie on a plastic sleeper, which is
technology from WP4. The possibility of using the magnetic lock technology designed
within WP5 will also be tested. Integrated demonstrators are summarised in Table 32.
Table 32: List of integrated demonstrators
No

Demonstrator
25 Section of swich part (plastic bearer+magnetic locking+innovative fastening)
26 BIM

Workpackage
Leader
WP3+WP4+WP5 DT
WP3+WP4+WP5 UoB

Participants
DT, BUT
UoB, DT, RSSB

The last demonstrator connecting all packages is the BIM. This demonstrator will use the
methodology based on Building Information Modelling to integrate and develop
technologies that were developed and tested within the S-CODE project.
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7

Conclusions

This report has presented much of the work undertaken in WP5. First, five layout concepts
identified previously in WP2 have been expanded upon, with basic design diagrams and
descriptions. These concepts were then analysed, in Section 2, from a Strengths,
Weaknesses and Opportunities and Threats perspective. The outcome was a
recommendation not to follow up on the pivoting rail (Section 1.1.3) and the sinking rail
(Section 1.1.4) concepts. Also, it was recognised that the VBS concept was fundamentally
different to the other ‘concepts’ and that it did not really lend itself to the analysis for
actuators and locking, as these functions were either removed entirely or relocated to the
vehicle.
Section 3 of the report then included development of the favoured ‘single slender switch’
and ‘back-to-back switch’ introduced in Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2, respectively. The design
development for this pair facilitated a more detailed understanding of the geometries and
the vital actuation and locking requirements that could be used to develop the actuators
and locks in Sections 4 and 5 where the subsystem component ideas were developed. In
Section 4, the main novel actuation technologies considered included redundant actuation
(including very high levels of redundancy), piezo- and electroactive polymer actuators,
electromagnetic actuators and synchronous in-bearer actuators. Section 5 took a similar
approach to begin the design of new locking technologies. Novel linkage-based locking
systems were discussed alongside ‘smart’ fluids, deformable materials and
electromagnetic locking. Crucially, the outline design and sizing of the actuators and
locking systems means that this subsystem data is available to feed into the integration
demonstrators in WP6.
WP6 will combine some of the most promising new concepts from WPs 3, 4 and 5. Hence,
the final technical section of this report (Section 6) has focused on summarizing the
innovations of the earlier sections and considering which of them should be prioritised for
possible integration in demonstrators during the remaining stages of the S-CODE project
(note: this can also help to identify potential cross-linkages or use in In2Track2).
Finally, it is important to keep in mind that the overall S-CODE approach is to develop a
suite of individual innovations which have the potential to be brought together in a variety
of different ways in order to realize improvements to a future track switch system. At one
extreme, this system may be an ‘updated’, traditional switch with new technology. At the
other, it might be a completely new system (such as VBS). Hence, the main technologies
selected in Section 6 must later be considered alongside innovations from WP3 and WP4
in order to prioritize which new subsystems and concepts will be further developed and
demonstrated in WP6.
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